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Abstrat
Vehile development faes new hallenges due to the inreasing requirements
on vehile performane, e.g., on ride, omfort and safety. Adding mehatroni
systems to the hassis helps to reah more ambitious design goals, however,
it also adds to the omplexity of the design proess. The number of design
variables inreases signiantly: in addition to the mehanial hassis, atuators
of mehatroni systems and ontrol logi parameters aet the overall vehile
performane. The omplex interation between many design variables poses a
partiular hallenge. Engineers need to make important design deisions in early
development stages, typially about the mehanial hassis, without knowing
the nal design, in partiular the detail parameters of mehatroni systems.
The present dissertation illustrates the design variables of logis as well as
atuators of lateral vehile dynamis mehatroni systems by proposing appro-
priate priniples of logi funtions and funtional models of atuators. The
eets of logis as well as atuators on objetive driving dynamis targets with
respet to dierent driving maneuver will be pointed out. Besides, a so-alled
dependeny graph of mehatroni-mehanial systems will be established, whih
helps engineers to ontrol the omplexity in the design proedure of mehatroni
systems.
Moreover, the dissertation applies the theory of solution spaes for nding a
robust solution spae for the parametrization of ontrol system logi parameters
and a layout of atuators. In this way, solution intervals of mehatroni systems'
design variables will be determined by setting quantitative requirements on the
objetive driving dynamis targets. For this purpose, mathematial surrogate
models will be introdued whih redue the optimization time and desribe
orrelations between design variables and driving dynamis targets. These sur-
rogate models will be derived by mahine learning methods suh as artiial
neural networks and support vetor mahines. In the end, the solution intervals
of design variables will be onverted into the solution veriation variables for
verifying end-produts suh as atuators.
A mehatroni rear steering system is onsidered as an appliation example.
Requirements on the dynamis and overall performane of the atuator and the
assoiated ontrol logi parameters are derived by formulating requirements on
the onsidered objetive driving dynamis targets. The derived requirements
4
are ranges of permissible subsystem properties suh as overshooting, steady
state error, maximum rear angle of a rear steering atuator or damping fator
of dynami feedforward ontrol, proportional term of feedbak ontroller, et.
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1 Introdution
1 Introdution
1.1 Content and motivation
Vehile dynamis are of great importane in vehile development. The dynami
driving behavior of a vehile is important for the safety of the vehile passen-
gers and the environment. In addition, it is an important purhase aspet for
potential ustomers who value the driving experiene. One of the aims of the
vehile dynamis development is to design vehiles optimally aording to safety
and ustomer requirements. BMW, as a premium manufaturer, is partiularly
well-known for its sporty vehiles. Therefore, a great deal of importane is
attahed to the dynami design of the vehile.
The design proedure of the vehile dynamis is done in two phases: Early
phase and late phase. In eah phase, dierent parts of the hassis is designed
and tested, gure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Development phases of the vehile dynamis development
In order to ahieve the optimal design of the hassis, mehanial variables
inuening the driving dynamis are determined in the early phase of vehile
dynamis development. The potential of onventional mehanial omponents
aeting the driving behavior in a onstrutive way is reahing its limits and
is often assoiated with ompromises when we are oping with many diverse
ustomers requirements. However, modern hassis omposed of a wide range
of mehatroni systems oer the possibility of having more sheer pleasure and
safety by inuening the driving behavior atively without meeting any ones-
sion. With the aid of hassis mehatroni systems, the vehile an be adapted to
meet individual safety and ustomer requirements. Yet, there are interations
between the dierent mehatroni systems, so that, for example, two separate
ontrol systems an hange the driving behavior simultaneously with only one
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ontrolled input. In this ase, the auray of the regulations will be impaired.
In the worst ase, the driving behavior beomes worse than an unregulated or
even unstable vehile. Therefore, it is useful to determine, rst, the ontrol sys-
tem and atuators parameters and the interation between them and seond,
their impats on the driving dynamis performane measures. As a result, the
rst goal of this work is to develop the priniple model of suh ontrol systems
and their assoiated atuators in the simulation environment and to explain the
mathematial relations between them.
In the past, vehile design was iterative. The departments submitted the
system requirements one after the other until the designed omponents nally
met the requirements, gure 1.2. Suh an approah may lead to onits of goals
regarding overall performanes of a vehile, sine eah department attempts
to reah its spei omponent requirements instead of reahing the overall
vehile performane. Additionally, it annot guarantee the reproduibility of
the development for the next vehile generations. Another disadvantage of
iterative design is that it is highly time-onsuming. Beause, if all designed
omponents, after assembling in a vehile, do not ahieve the overall vehile
performane, all design departments should start over the designing proedure.
Moreover, the designed omponents suh as atuators and ontrol systems
must be able to ope with dierent variants of a vehile with dierent weights
and properties, whih are not ompletely determined in early stages of the
vehile development. In other words, we are dealing with dierent kinds of
unertainties due to undened properties, whih ause the omplexity in the
design proedure. We also know that the atuators and their assoiated ontrol
systems have strong interations. So, it would be more pratial to design
atuators and ontrol systems together instead of designing eah one separately.
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Figure 1.2: Multi-Objetive Design with iterations
As a onsequene, the seond goal of the dissertation is to develop a method
whih onfronts the omplexity and ensures the robustness, transpareny and
reproduibility of the development of ontrol systems and atuators. Besides, it
is important to have a method whih is able to onsider all vehile requirements
formulated by dierent design departments at the same time, gure 1.3, in order
to nd the best design possibilities for eah omponent. In this way, the time
of the development is redued drastially.
Figure 1.3: Multi-Objetive Design based on solution spaes
The ontribution of this dissertation an be summarized as follows:
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• New stati feedforward ontrol approahes for a rear steering
and braking system: Stati feedforward ontrols are essential in the
ontrol engineering in order to aelerate the ontrol loop and do not in-
uene the stability of the system under investigation. Moreover, they
regulate the vehile in stationary rides before the feedbak ontroller. As
a onsequene, we develop dierent harateristi urves as stati feedfor-
ward ontrol for dierent atuators assembled in a vehile. The goal is to
hange the stationary response of the vehile to the stationary steering.
• A new entralized dynami feedforward ontrol approah for
lateral vehile dynamis ontrol: An open loop solution an fully
take advantage of the potential of modern devies. A dynami feedforward
ontrol an modify the dynami behavior of the ontrolled input of a plant.
As a result, we propose a new approah for a dynami feedforward ontrol
in order to enhane the dynami behavior of a vehile in ase of dynami
steering. The goal is to modify the transient response of the yaw veloity
of a vehile before the feedbak ontroller ats over that.
• A new simplied feedbak ontrol approah for lateral vehile
dynamis ontrol: As we know, the rst and foremost task of a on-
troller is to stabilize a system. So, we introdue a new approah for
modeling suh a ontroller based on the available ideas in the state of
the art. Beside this goal, stabilizing the vehile in ritial situation, the
developed ontroller should enhane the response of the vehile in normal
driving situations. Subsequently, the proposed approah onsiders also
all other requirements in addition to stabilization.
• A new approah for funtional modeling of atuators, in par-
tiular a rear steering system, for the design proedure in the
early stage of the development: A new approah is presented how
a funtional model of an atuator an be built. This will be done based
on the measurement data gathered from the test-rig. Suh a funtional
model is adequate to over the most important properties of an atuator
and is of high interest in the early stage of the vehile dynamis develop-
ment for the design proedure. The model is identied with a few number
of parameters and an be integrated in the simulation environment of the
full vehile model.
• A new approah for data fusion for deriving mathematial sur-
rogate models: Using mathematial surrogate models instead of the
fully physial vehile and the ontrol system models aelerates the opti-
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mization time. A new approah for applying neural networks and support
vetor mahine will be proposed for the data fusion.
• A new approah for dening atuator test rig tests and veri-
ation variables: Designing an atuator an be done by formulating
requirements on its funtional model parameters. However, these require-
ments annot be transmitted in this form to suppliers for the onstrution.
They must be onverted into the requirements set down on the veriation
variables of test-rigs. The atuator onstruted by suppliers has to fulll
these requirements. As a result, the veriation tests and the assoiated
variables are proposed in this dissertation. The way the requirements on
the funtional model are onverted into the requirements on the veria-
tion variables is also laried.
• Appliation of system engineering theory to a robust atuator
design and robust parametrization of a ontrol system: Finding a
robust solution spae for parameterizing the developed ontrol system and
onstruting atuators, whih opes with the variation of vehile proper-
ties in the development of a vehile, is getting of high interest in the last
few years. We onsider the theory of design of large sale systems subjet
to unertainty, whih has been being developed in the last three years in
the system engineering, in order to nd a robust solution spae for the
developed ontrol system and funtional atuator model parameters.
1.2 State of the art
For ahieving the above-mentioned ontributions, we rst develop ontrol sys-
tem logi and funtional atuator models for the vehile lateral dynamis and
seond a method to parametrize the ontrol system logi parameters and design
an atuator robustly. Therefore, a brief review of the basis of the ontrol theory
will be given in this setion. Afterwards, state of the art will be explained for
lateral vehile dynamis ontrol systems, atuator modeling, a robust atuator
design, and ontrol systems.
Normally, a losed-loop ontrol system onsists of dierent subsystems. A
feedforward ontrol, a feedbak ontroller, an atuator and a plant are examples
of suh subsystems, gure 1.4. Basially, a feedforward ontrol an be divided
into three groups, namely stati, dynami and disturbane feedforward ontrol.
Typially, a stati feedforward ontrol is a fator whih aelerates the ontrol
loop and an be adjusted independently without onsideration of the stability of
a losed-loop system, as it is not inluded in the denominator of the losed-loop
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transfer funtion of a plant and a feedbak ontroller [47℄. It an also redue
the stati deviation of the error between the referene input and the lose-
loop system output, in ase of using just proportional feedbak ontroller [67℄.
Moreover, a dynami feedforward ontrol an modify the transient behavior
of the ontrolled input, sent to the plant and partially relieve the feedbak
ontroller from regulating the transient phase of the error between the system
output and the referene input. Mostly, the dynami feedforward ontrol is
designed based on the desired dynami behavior of an output of a losed-loop
system.
Figure 1.4: Blok diagram of a losed-loop ontrol system
If the disturbane (D) penetrating in the plant is measurable, a disturbane
feedforward ontrol an be designed based on the dynami of the disturbane in
order to ompensate for its eet on the plant. The result of suh regulation is
that the feedbak ontroller should not ompensate for the eet aused by the
disturbane whih appears on the error and the ontrol proedure will therefore
be aelerated. If there is still an error between referene input and the losed-
loop system output despite the regulation of all feedforward ontrols, it must
then be regulated by a feedbak ontroller. The alulated ontrolled input
(Ud) has been then set into the plant through an atuator.
After this brief review of the basis of the ontrol theory, we turn bak to
state of the art about the development of the lateral vehile dynamis ontrol
systems. There are atually three dierent kinds of approahes for developing
suh ontrol systems:
• Developing a spei ontrol approah for eah atuator available in has-
sis. Suh approah is alled deentralized ontrol system.
• Developing deentralized ontrol systems for various atuators and a o-
ordinating system whih oordinates the dierent ontrol systems by pri-
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oritizing the requirements of eah ontrol system. In this way, a better
driving performane will be ahieved. Suh an approah is dened as
integrated vehile dynamis ontrol system in the vehile dynamis liter-
atures.
• Developing a entralized ontrol system whih generates a global on-
trolled input regarding to the driver input and independent from atua-
tors.
[76℄ explains the dierene between entralized and deentralized vehile dy-
namis ontrol systems. A entralized vehile dynamis ontrol system gener-
ates a generi ontrolled input (e.g. generi yaw moment) independent from
implemented atuators in a vehile. Subsequently, this ontrolled input will
be distributed in dierent atuators (e.g. dierential lok, brake, steering sys-
tems). A deentralized ontrol system, however, inludes ontrol systems for
eah atuator. In the arhiteture of this kind of ontroller, a oordinator may
be inorporated to manage the output of all funtions to reah the optimal
vehile dynamis performane.
As pointed out, the deentralized ontrol system an be with or without a
oordinating system. In the last few deades, muh researh has been done
about developing a deentralized ontrol system for eah atuator without im-
plying any oordinating system. These ontrol systems have been proposed just
for one atuator. For instane, [51℄ proposes a new tehnique for developing a
ontrol system only for a rear steering atuator. There, an adaptive ontroller
regarding the driving situation is introdued whih is based on the phase plane
method. [16℄ introdues an approah for designing a stationary value for the
rear steering angle based on the optimization of the losed loop system, i.e. the
single-trak model (STM) of the vehile with front and rear steering angles. The
optimization is arried out with respet to an objetive riterion formulated on
the amplitude of the frequeny response of the vehile lateral aeleration. [34℄
introdues a new ontrol onept for the torque vetoring based on quadrati
gaussion theory to improve the lateral dynamis of the vehile. This ontrol
approah onsiders the fat, that the only atuator implemented in the vehile
is a torque vetoring atuator. But, often there are more than one atuator im-
plemented in a vehile. If eah atuator follows the ommand of its assoiated
ontroller without onsideration of what all other ontrollers are performing,
the overall ontrolled performane of a vehile an be impaired or sometimes
unstable. Consequently, there has been muh researh in the last deade in
nding a oordinating system for deentralized ontrol systems of vehile dy-
namis. [9℄ introdues the idea how to oordinate dierent ontrol approahes
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by introduing the urgeny harateristi urve for oordinating between rear
steering and brake system. A oordinating strategy between available ontrol
systems of various atuators in a vehile is developed in [58℄ to ahieve a better
vehile performane by avoiding the onit senarios between dierent ontrol
systems. A platform for funtions, atuators, and eletrial devies whih on-
net these funtions and atuators is presented in [70℄. Moreover, it speies
how to integrate dierent ontrol approahes of dierent atuators in only one
platform.
The fous of this dissertation lies, however, on the development of entral-
ized ontrol approahes whih onsider the driver inputs and generate a global
ontrolled input independent from atuators. As a result, state of the art of
suh ontrol system approahes is explained. [8℄ uses two dierent ontrol ap-
proahes for ontrolling brake and steering system to improve the lateral vehile
dynamis. The steering system ontrols the deviation between the referene and
atual yaw veloity. Additionally, the braking system ontrols the veloity of
the side slip angle to keep the stability of the vehile under ontrol. Both ap-
proahes generate a yaw moment as ontrolled input. This work also introdues
an SI index to oordinate the generated yaw moments of these two dierent on-
trol strategies. [29℄ proposes an approah how to enhane the steerability of
a vehile by ontrolling the deviation between the referene yaw veloity and
the output yaw veloity. It also laries how to enhane the stability of the
vehile by ontrolling the error between the referene and atual sideslip angle.
The ontrolled input is a global yaw moment independent from implemented
atuators. This work uses dierent rule bases for distributing the generated
yaw moment between front and/or rear steering and braking system. The dis-
advantage is that the amount of the yaw moment for distributing should be
predened whih inreases the omplexity of the design and parametrization of
the ontroller parameters. Aordingly, if the amount of the yaw moment is
small, then the front steering systems will be ativated. If it is medium, then
rear steering will be ativated and if it is large, then braking system must be the
only atuator to implement the requirement of the ontroller. [49℄ ahieves a
ontrolling approah whih alulates a whole torque and fore for a predened
trajetory. These yaw torque and longitudinal and lateral fores are indepen-
dent from implemented atuators. Subsequently, an optimization method is
developed in this work whih distributes the yaw torque and fores optimally
between atuators. Suh an idea has been also investigated by [53℄ and [23℄.
In this dissertation, a new approah is proposed for funtional modeling of
an atuator. Thus, it is neessary to do a review of the available works in the
eld of atuator modeling. There are atually dierent kinds of methods for
modeling of an atuator. Two of them are, for example, physial or empirial
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modeling. [55℄ shows how a semi ative damper an be modeled physially
and funtionally. Funtionally, the atuator is modeled by dividing the system
dynamis into eletrial dynamis and mehanial ones. The eletrial part is
represented by a transfer funtion whose parameters are tted, suh that the
best possible model output, as lose as possible to the measurement output, is
ahieved. The proposed simplied model is derived, at the end, by just stimu-
lating the atuator with dierent frequenies and getting the bode diagram and
tting a transfer funtion whose bode diagram ts to the one obtained from
the measurement. [65℄ explains how to ompute an idealized model of an atu-
ator by dening a seond-order transfer funtion whose damping ratio depends
on the maximal bearable moment or fore of the atuator under investigation.
It, however, does not onsider the nonlinearity existing in the atuator. [26℄
desribes how to model a variable dierential lok for the design proedure.
It is just foused on the performane of the atuator in the time domain by
stimulating the atuator with a step signal. Based on the step response of the
atuator, the atuator is modeled by a rst-order transfer funtion.
After developing ontrol system logi as well as atuator models, a method
is demanded for developing new atuators as well as parametrization of ontrol
system logis robustly, if we ope with the development of new vehiles. So
far, many approahes have been established for designing new mehanial om-
ponents in the vehile dynamis development. Most of the researhes fous on
the development of virtual prototypes and virtual methods whih rstly ontrol
the omplexity of the development and seondly, derease the time of develop-
ment. [60℄ develops a tool for the vehile dynamis development in order to
ontrol the omplexity by keeping the tool user friendly, onsistent, modular,
salable, and real-time exeutive. [63℄ also develops a simulation tool, in whih
an engineer an hange the properties of mehanial omponents of a hassis
and ompare their eets on the driving dynamis very quikly. In this way, it
an keep the omplexity under ontrol and redue the time of the development
proess, sine building up a virtual prototype is less time onsuming than a
real prototype. [43℄ develops a method for the virtual development of hassis
omponents whih inuene the vehile lateral dynamis. The method deals
with the fat, how the properties of eah hassis omponent aet the lateral
vehile dynamis. It is done by sensitivity analysis. However, the interation
of omponents is not onsidered. In addition, the surrogate models are devel-
oped in this work for dierent omponents, whih dene the main omponent
properties. These surrogate models are then designed with respet to driving
dynamis performane measures. The deieny of of all these methods is that
they an neither onsider omplex interations of omponents under develop-
ing nor develop omponents regarding all driving dynamis performanes, i.e.
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ride, omfort and safety, at the same time. As a onsequene, [78℄ proposes
a new strategy based on the system engineering to keep the omplexity under
ontrol regarding the produts' properties qualitatively and quantitatively in
the development proess. In addition, it presents a new numerial method, the
so-alled solution spaes, for developing produts quantitatively besides many
design parameters and design goals. Aording to this method, a omponent
with many design variables an be developed quantitatively with respet to all
design goals. This method has been applied in many produt developments of
mehanial omponents in the last ve years. For instane, [59℄ applies this the-
ory for the virtual development of funtional properties of axles. Moreover, the
author ompares the development of axles by this theory with the other avail-
able lassi development methods and determines that a development based
on this theory delivers a better auray and robustness with respet to the
onsidered driving targets. Besides, this theory is applied in [75℄ to formulate
requirements on design variables of funtional models of tires and axles regard-
ing all onsidered driving dynamis performane measures. It is also used by
[22℄ to develop requirements on the design variables of the funtional model of
dampers. As we have seen, all the above-mentioned researhes are done for the
development of only mehanial omponent.
There are a few researhes in the eld of the parametrization of ontrol sys-
tems or atuator designs. For example, [13℄ applies the parameter spae method
with respet to eta, beta and theta stability riteria in order to nd solution
spaes for ontrol system parameters. The deieny of this method refers to
the number of parameters whih an be onsidered in this method. Not more
than a dened number of parameters an be onsidered by this method. Be-
sides, the only onsidered requirement for the parametrization proedure is the
stability riterion of the system. It also needs the linear transfer funtion of the
open or losed loop system. It means a non-linear system must be linearized for
this method. This method is also applied by [14℄ to nd the solution spae for
the parametrization of the front steering system ontrol parameters with respet
to the unstrutured unertainties in the dynami model of the vehile suh as
mass, inertia and et. [64℄ proposes a method based on the know-how manage-
ment system. The author presents a quantitative method for parametrization
of ontrol systems based on driving dynamis performane measures. In this
ase, he onsiders dierent driving dynamis performane measures and sets
quantitative requirements on them. Afterwards, he varies the parameters of
the ontrol systems a few times and looks whih set of parameter onguration
satises all driving dynamis performane measures. However, the problem of
this method is, that it nds an optimum onguration and not a robust so-
lution spae and annot take many dierent ombinations of parameters into
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aount. The appliation of the method has just been done for stationary and
dynamial feedforward ontrol parameters and has not onsidered the eet of
the feedbak ontroller, referene input generator, and disturbane feedforward
ontrol on the driving dynamis performane measures. [20℄ develops a method
based on a virtual platform, on whih the parametrization of the ontrol system
parameters of brake interventions is determined, suh that the goal onit be-
tween vehile safety and agility is denied. For this purpose, the author develops
a new driving maneuver, whih inludes these two targets. There, a harater-
isti value with respet to this maneuver is developed for assessing whether the
safety and agility are met. Just one optimum design for the parametrization is
ahieved without onsideration of other driving targets.
1.3 Struture of the dissertation
In Chapter 2, the theory of vehile lateral dynamis is explained, sine we
will develop ontrol system logi and atuator models for the vehile lateral
dynamis. Also, the fundamental basis of ative rear steering system and one-
sided brake intervention will be rephrased in Chapter 2. Moreover, driving
dynamis performane measures for ride and safety are explained and a review
of the non-linear model of a hassis is given in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, ontrol system logis for the lateral vehile dynamis are devel-
oped. All the funtions are developed based on the idea of a vehile entralized
ontrol system. However, stati feedforward ontrols are designed for eah a-
tuator assembled in a vehile separately. Inuenes of eah funtion on vehile
dynamis performane are thoroughly investigated.
In Chapter 4, a new approah is introdued to exploit the funtional model of
an atuator based on the measurement data from dierent tests arried out on
the test-rig of an atuator. This approah analyzes the behavior of an atuator
in the time and frequeny domain. It also observes the non-linear behavior
of the atuator and proposes a tehnique for modeling the non-linearity. The
approah is then applied for modeling the rear steering atuator as example.
In Chapter 5, we introdue a method for the robust parametrization of a on-
trol system and design of an atuator, whih is based on the so-alled solution
spaes existing in system engineering. The method demonstrates the demand
of having veriation tests and variables for the veriation proedure of an a-
tuator after formulating requirements on its design variables. These tests and
variables are then explained in details and the method in system engineering
is, hene, expanded.
In Chapter 6, the method introdued in Chapter 5 is applied for parame-
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terizing the developed ontrol system in Chapter 2 and designing a new rear
steering atuator modeled in Chapter 4.
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2 Vehile Dynamis Theory
As a basi understanding of the vehile is neessary for the modeling, design and
evaluation of eets of a vehile dynamis ontrol system, the vehile dynamis
theory, in partiular the lateral one, is desribed in more details in this hap-
ter. In the beginning, the linear single-trak model and its transfer funtion
are desribed. The simulation environment, the two-trak model and its speial
features are then explained. In addition, it is neessary to larify the fundamen-
tals of tire behavior in longitudinal and lateral diretions, as they hange the
vehile performane while ornering signiantly. Dierent driving maneuvers
with their objetive targets are explained. They are then used for the investi-
gation of the developed ontrol system logis and the design proedure of an
atuator and ontrol system logi parameters.
2.1 Single-trak model
Not only to investigate the vehile behavior during ornering, but also to bet-
ter desribe the driving dynamis, mathematial surrogate models are used for
modeling the driving dynamis. The single-trak model is a simplied and
linearized model for the mathematial representation of the lateral vehile dy-
namis. Here, various simpliations are made in omparison to the real vehile.
The single-trak model enables a fast and simple analysis of the lateral dynami
behavior of vehiles in the linear range. The degree of freedom of the system is
signiantly redued by means of linearization, whih makes the alulation and
analysis of the driving behavior onsiderably easier. The most striking simpli-
ation is probably the merging of the wheel ontat points on the front and rear
axles. The simplied vehile onsists of a single front and a single rear wheel.
Therefore, the vehile shrinks into a single-trak model (STM). In this way, the
lateral fore build-up of the wheels and the inuenes of kinematis and om-
plianes are ombined to form a linear sideslip stiness. The vehile's enter of
gravity is also set at the height of the road surfae. Other simpliations are
that rolling, i. e. turning around the x-axis of the vehile, and pithing, i.e. the
rotation of the vehile around the y-axis, are prevented. The simplied and lin-
earized single-trak model is illustrated in the above-mentioned simpliations
results in gure 2.1
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Figure 2.1: Single-trak model
As a result, the model is redued to the two degrees of freedom for the yaw
movement around the z-axis in the enter of gravity of the vehile and the slip
angle (β), whih desribes the deviation of the diretion of the enter of gravity
speed from the longitudinal axis of the vehile [48℄.
The motion equation of the vehile an be derived from the kinematis of the
single-trak model. The fore equilibrium in the vehile longitudinal diretion
is as follows [52℄:
mv˙ = Fy,f sin(β−δf )+Fx,f cos(β−δf )+Fy,r sin(β−δr)+Fx,r cos(β−δr)+Fx,d
(2.1)
The fore equilibrium in the vehile lateral diretion is as follows:
mv(β˙+ψ˙) = Fy,f cos(β−δf )−Fx,f sin(β−δf )+Fy,r cos(β−δr)−Fx,r sin(β−δr)+Fy,d
(2.2)
The torque equilibrium at the enter of gravity (CG) is as follows [52℄:
Jzψ¨ = Fy,f lf cos δf+Fx,f lf sin δf−Fy,rlr cos δr−Fx,rlr sin δr+Mz+Mz,d (2.3)
m, lf and lr express the vehile mass, the distane of the enter of gravity
(CG) from the front axle and rear axle, respetively. Fx,d, Fy,d are external
fores in eah diretion and Mz,d is a disturbane torque. Mz stands for the
yaw moment generated by lateral vehile ontrol systems.
The longitudinal and lateral fores ating on tires are formulated from the
vehile properties as follows:
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Ftotal = max
Fx,f = (1− LFD)Ftotal
Fx,r = LFDFtotal
Fy,f = cf,mod(δf − β −
lf
v
ψ˙)
Fy,r = cr,mod(δr − β + lr
v
ψ˙)
(2.4)
where
cf,mod = cf (1− ax
g
h
lr
)
cr,mod = cr(1 +
ax
g
h
lf
)
(2.5)
Here, the longitudinal fore distribution (LFD) is the proportion of the driv-
ing or braking fore ating on the rear axle. In this dissertation, vehiles are
onsidered as rear wheel drive, while The LFD = 1. Furthermore, we add an
assumption to this STM model to later develop a funtion whih ompensates
the inuene of the longitudinal fores while ornering. The assumption is that
the stati pith motion is onsidered proportional with longitudinal dynamis
in the single-trak model. Through braking or aelerating, a nik-angle arises,
whih indues a stati hange of wheel loads at the front and the rear axle.
This hanges the whole sideslip stiness at the front and rear axle, whih is
dependent on the wheel loads [54℄. The modied sideslip stinesses at the front
and rear axle are represented as cf,mod and cr,mod, respetively. cf and cr rep-
resent the total sideslip stiness of the front and rear axle. ax, h and g stand
for the longitudinal aeleration, the enter of gravity height and gravity value,
respetively.
In the single-trak model, the angles are assumed to be small [30℄. There-
fore, equation 2.2 and 2.3 an be linearized at the straight ahead drive with a
onstant veloity, longitudinal aeleration and longitudinal fore distribution.
Moreover, in order to explain mathematial formulations of the single-trak
model more easily, we onsider no eets of disturbanes, Mz,d = 0, Fx,d = 0
and Fy,d = 0. From the above-mentioned equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, the
state spae model is then dened as follows:
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[
β˙
ψ¨
]
=
[
− cf,mod+cr,mod+Ftotalmv −1 +
cr,modlr−cf,modlf
mv2
cr,modlr−cf,modlf
Jz
− cr,modl
2
r+cf,modl
2
f
Jzv
][
β
ψ˙
]
+
[
cf,mod
mv
cr,mod+Ftotal
mv
cf,modlf
Jz
− (cr,mod+Ftotal)lrJz
][
δf
δr
]
+
[
0
1
Jz
]
Mz
(2.6)
Inserting 2.5 in equation 2.6 results in:[
β˙
ψ¨
]
=
[
a11 a12
a21 a22
] [
β
ψ˙
]
+
[
b11 b12
b21 b22
] [
δf
δr
]
+
[
0
1
Jz
]
Mz (2.7)
where
a11 = −
(cr + cf )glrlf + ax(h(cr lr − cf lf ) +mglrlf )
mglrlfv
a12 = −1 +
glrlf (crlr − cf lf ) + axh(crl2r + cf l2f )
mglrlfv2
a21 =
glf lr (crlr − cf lf ) + axh(crl2r + cf l2f )
Jzglrlf
a22 =
axh(cf l
3
f − crl3r)− glrlf (crl2r + cf l2f )
Jzglrlfv
b11 =
cfglr − axcfh
mglrv
b12 =
crglf + ax(crh+mglf )
mglfv
b21 =
lf (cfglr − axcfh)
glrJz
b22 = −
lr(crglf + ax(crh+mglf ))
glfJz
(2.8)
If we want to onsider only the lateral vehile dynamis without the stati
eet of the longitudinal fores on the ornering (ax = 0), the state spae model
beomes as follows:
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[
β˙
ψ¨
]
=
[
− cr+cfmv −1 +
crlr−cf lf
mv2
crlr−cf lf
Jz
− crl
2
r+cf l
2
f
Jzv
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
[
β
ψ˙
]
+
[
cf
mv
cr
mv 0
cf lf
Jz
− crlrJz 1Jz
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

 δfδr
Mz


(2.9)
This model onsiders only the yaw motion of a vehile while ornering and
neglets all lifting, rolling and pithing motions. The eigenvalues of the matrix
A are alulated from the harateristi polynomial as follows:
det(A− λI) = 0 (2.10)
λ2 − (a11 + a22)λ+ (a11a22 − a12a21) (2.11)
where
a11 = −cr + cf
mv
a12 = −1 + crlr − cf lf
mv2
a21 =
crlr − cf lf
Jz
a22 = −
crl
2
r + cf l
2
f
Jzv
(2.12)
The solution of the harateristi polynomial is
λ1,2 =
a11 + a22
2
±
√(
a11 + a22
2
)2
− (a11a22 − a12a21) (2.13)
The stability riterion aording to Hurwitz states that all oeients of the
polynomial must be positive. Only the onstant term an be negative. From
this follows:
(a11a22 − a12a21) > 0 (2.14)
whih means
cf crl
mJzv2
(
l + v2
m(crlr − cf lf )
cf crl
)
(2.15)
This model is then always stable, if the riterion below is met:
crlr > cf lf (2.16)
otherwise the stability only holds until the ritial veloity of a vehile be-
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omes:
v2crit <
cf crl
2
m(cf lf − crlr)
(2.17)
where
l = lf + lr (2.18)
Stationary steering
On the basis of the stationary steering behavior, various driving dynamis pa-
rameters an be obtained from the single-trak model to assess the driving be-
havior. The harateristis of stationary steering behavior are the self-steering
behavior and the resultant self-steering gradient as well as the harateristi or
ritial speed of the vehile.
stationary steering behavior and gradient
Self-steering behavior is an important riterion for assessing the driving behav-
ior of vehiles. In this ase, the steering angle demand, independent of the
driver's inuene, is determined for a irular drive at a onstant radius and
an inreasing driving speed. The entrifugal fore aets the turning motion
of the vehile, resulting in sideslip angle on the tire. This results in a higher
steering angle eort to ross the urve. During the stationary irular drive, the
additional steering angle to the Akermann angle [30℄ is investigated in relation
to the lateral aeleration ay. The onditions for the stationary ornering are
as follows:
v = const.
ψ˙ = const. ⇒ ψ¨ = 0
β = const. ⇒ β˙ = 0
(2.19)
Aordingly,
may = Fy,f + Fy,r = Fy,f
l
lr
may
lr
l
= Fy,f = cf
(
δf − β −
lf
v
ψ˙
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
αf
(2.20)
analogously,
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may
lf
l
= Fy,r = cr
(
−β + lr
v
ψ˙
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
αr
(2.21)
Equations 2.20 and 2.21 deliver with ψ˙ = vl (small angle):
αf − αr︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆α
=
m
l
(
lr
cf
− lf
cr
)
ay
= δf −
lf + lr
v
ψ˙ = δf − l
R︸︷︷︸
δA
(2.22)
Where, R and l stand for the path radius and the wheel base, respetively.
Based on the Akermann angle (δA) and the simpliations resulting by the
stationary irular drive, it is possible to derive the steering angle from the
single-trak model as in Equation 2.23. The equation shows that, in addition
to the geometri steering angle, the driver must also provide the vehile with an
additional steering angle to ompensate for the sideslip angle dierene, ∆α.
δf =
l
R︸︷︷︸
δA
+
m
l
(
lr
cf
− lf
cr
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
EG
ay
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆α
(2.23)
To haraterize steering behavior, the terms understeer and oversteer as well
as neutral driving behavior are introdued here. For the evaluation of the
vehile behavior aording to Olley, the sideslip angle dierene is used, Table
2.1.
Conditions States
∆α = αf − αr < 0 Oversteer
∆α = αf − αr = 0 Neutral steer
∆α = αf − αr > 0 Understeer
Table 2.1: Denition of vehile states aording to Olley
This denition onsiders the absolute steering angle. However, the steering
angle gradient dδf/day is more important than the absolute steering angle while
ornering. In the linear range of lateral vehile dynamis (ay < 4m/s
2
), the
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self-steering gradient (EG) is a vehile parameter that depends on the vehile
mass, the position of the enter of gravity and the total sideslip stiness of the
front and rear axles.
EG =
m(crlr − cf lf )
lcvcr
(2.24)
The self-steering gradient desribes the self-steering behavior of the vehile
and indiates how muh the lateral aeleration aets the steering angle re-
quirement. Therefore, the front steering angle demand is expressed as follows:
δf = δA + EG · ay (2.25)
The required steering angle for a stationary irular drive is omposed of
two parts: the Akerman's angle dened by the vehile geometry and the self-
steering angle. The driving ondition dierentiates between neutral steer, un-
dersteer and oversteer, as dened in Table 2.2, based on the self-steering gradi-
ent. Neutral steering means, that the steering angle must remain onstant at
any speed or lateral aeleration [66℄.
Conditions States
EG < 0 Oversteer
EG = 0 Neutral steer
EG > 0 Understeer
Table 2.2: Denition of the vehile states with respet to the self-steering gra-
dient
Figure 2.2 shows the steering angle above the lateral aeleration for a sta-
tionary irular motion in the linear and non-linear range.
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Figure 2.2: Steering behavior in stationary ornering while the road radius is
onstant
In this gure, the steering eort at a onstant radius at dierent veloities is
investigated. The steering angle demand remains unhanged, if the vehile has
a neutral property. For EG > 0, a steering eort has to be provided in addition
to the Akermann angle. Conversely, in the ase of oversteering, the steering
angle demand is redued by a negative gradient. At a lateral aeleration of less
than approx. 4m/s2, this gradient is quasi-onstant. However, an inreasing
gradient ours at high lateral aeleration beause the properties of the tires are
non-linear in terms of sideslip stiness due to wheel load hanges and inreased
lateral fores on the tires.
As already desribed, the yaw veloity ψ˙ is one of the most important output
variables in the driver-vehile ontrol loop. Therefore, it is neessary to exam-
ine the driving behavior with the help of the yaw veloity response to a steering
angle input under stationary onsideration. The stationary yaw veloity am-
pliation, also known as the steering angle-related irular motion value, is
introdued in this ontext. The mathematial relationship between the yaw ve-
loity ampliation and front axle steering angle an be derived from equations
2.9 and 2.19:
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δfs[mvlfcf ] + δf [cf crl] =
ψ˙s2[mJzv] + ψ˙s[Jz(cf + cr) +m(cf l
2
f + crl
2
r)] + ψ˙
[cf crl
2 − (cf lf − crlr)mv2]
v
(2.26)
ψ˙(s)
δf (s)
=
[mvlfcf ]s+ cf crl
[mJzv]s2 + [Jz(cf + cr) +m(cf l
2
f + crl
2
r)]s+
[cfcrl2−(cf lf−crlr)mv2]
v
(2.27)
by reformulating:
ψ˙(s)
δf (s)
=
v
l + ml
(
lr
cf
− lfcr
)
v2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
(
ψ˙
δf
)
stat︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stationary
.
1 + Tzs
1 + 2Dω0 s+
1
ω2
0
s2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Transient
(2.28)
The stationary yaw veloity ampliation, equation 2.29, depends signi-
antly on the driving speed. Its shemati progression as a funtion of speed is
shown in gure 2.3 (
ψ˙
δf
)
stat
=
v
l + ml
(
lr
cf
− lfcr
)
v2
=
v
l + EG.v2
(2.29)
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Figure 2.3: The behavior of stationary yaw veloity ampliation regarding ve-
loity
A vehile with a tendeny to understeer, nowadays a standard for prodution
of vehiles, has a slowly inreasing stationary yaw veloity ampliation. At
a ertain speed vch, the yaw gain reahes its maximum value indiated by(
ψ˙
δf
)
stat,max
and goes down again with inreasing speed. But, the yaw veloity
ampliation of an oversteer vehile tends to innity at the ritial veloity
vcrit, whih is undesirable for a driver, as he/she annot ontrol the vehile
at this veloity. The ritial and harateristi veloity are then alulated as
follows:
1. For understeer vehiles (EG > 0):(
ψ˙
δf
)
stat
=
v
l + EG.v2
(2.30)
d
dδf
(
ψ˙
δf
)
stat
=
l − EG.v2
(l + EG.v2)2
= 0 → v2ch =
l
EG
(2.31)
2. For oversteer vehiles (EG < 0):
d
dδf
(
ψ˙
δf
)
stat
=
l − EG.v2
(l + EG.v2)2
= 0 → v2ch = ∞ → v2crit = −
l
EG
(2.32)
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Aordingly,
v2ch = −v2crit =
l2
m
cfcr
lrcr − lfcf (2.33)
And the stationary yaw veloity ampliation an be onverted as follows:(
ψ˙
δf
)
stat
=
1
l
v
1 + v
2
v2
ch
(2.34)
The harateristi speed is learly illustrated by the self-steering behavior.
Equation 2.34 shows that the vehile is ontrolled in a neutral manner when
vch is equal to innity. If vch is greater than zero, the vehile has a tendeny to
understeer and an be ontrolled at any speed. However, if vch is imaginary or
vcrit is real, the vehile has an oversteering tendeny. It an be ontrolled stable
at speeds below vcrit. From vcrit on, however, the yaw ampliation goes against
innity and therefore the vehile beomes unstable and the ontrollability is lost.
However, suh an oversteering design for series-produed vehiles has not been
put on the market for years due to safety reasons.
Transient steering
In order to assess the dynami driving behavior and for the subsequent ontrol
design, it is also neessary to know the driving behavior regarding transient
steering. In this ase, yaw natural frequeny and yaw damping are harateristi
variables and are briey explained below.
The transfer funtion of the vehile an be derived from the state spae model,
equation 2.9, as follows:
G(s) = (Is−A)−1B (2.35)
[
β
ψ˙
]
=
[
Gβ/δf (s) Gβ/δr(s) Gβ/Mz (s)
Gψ˙/δf (s) Gψ˙/δr(s) Gψ˙/Mz(s)
] δfδr
Mz


(2.36)
Among all these transfer funtions, whih an be easily derived, the transfer
funtion Gψ˙/δf (s) is our point of interest, sine we use it in the next hapter for
developing lateral vehile dynamis ontrol systems. As a onsequene, some
features of this transfer funtion will be studied. The transfer funtion has the
following form:
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Gψ˙/δf (s) =
(
ψ˙
δf
)
=
(
ψ˙
δf
)
stat
· 1 + Tz· s
1 + 2·Dw0 · s + 1w20 · s
2
(2.37)
Where, D stands for the damping ratio, w0 for the undamped natural frequeny
and Tz for time onstant. They are then dened as follows:
ω0 =
√
cr· lr − cf · lf
Jz
+
cf · cr· l2
Jz·m· v2
D =
1
2w0
.
[
cf + cr
m· v +
cf · l2f + cr· l2r
Jz· v
]
Tz =
m· v· lf
cr· l (2.38)(
ψ˙
δf
)
stat
is also obtained from equation 2.29.
The transfer funtion of equation 2.37 has a PDT2 form [61℄. The natural
frequeny and damping fator of the transfer funtion in equation 2.37 are of-
ten referred to as yaw natural frequeny and yaw damping. The yaw natural
frequeny provides information about the transient yaw reation of a vehile
with steering movements of dierent speeds. The smaller the yaw natural fre-
queny, the longer the response time for rapid hanges in the steering angle.
The yaw damping inuenes the transient osillation of the yaw veloity during
steering exitation. It desribes the stability of the system and the response to
a steering input. gure 2.4 shows the dependene of the natural frequeny and
damping ratio on the driving speed for the vehile used in this work. As an
be observed here, the yaw damping ratio as well as the yaw natural frequeny
derease with inreasing driving speed. The vehile is therefore less damped at
high speeds. As the yaw natural frequeny dereases, the response to hanges
in steering angle beomes faster [30℄.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.4: (a): Natural frequeny and (b) Damping ratio as a funtion of the
vehile veloity
2.2 Ative Rear Steering
Ative rear-wheel steering systems were designed in the early 1930s. The rst
appliation was the redution of the vehile turning irle. BMW, as a premium
ar manufaturer has long been seeking an integrated, ative rear-wheel steering
system with high performane and has introdued an eletromehanial rear-
wheel steering system with the new 7, 6 and 5 Series models to the market sine
2008, gure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Rear steering system of BMW [56℄
The rear wheel steering turns the rear wheels either in the opposite or the
same diretion of the front wheels. Opposite steering redues the steering ra-
dius, allowing the vehile to travel with the same steering wheel angle and the
same driving speed through a smaller steering radius, making it more agile
than an unregulated vehile. However, the same steering makes the vehile
more stable and drive in a larger steering radius. Aordingly, the stability
of the vehile's dynamis response is improved. In addition, the same dire-
tional steering redues the frequeny and eort of ontrolling a vehile by the
Eletroni Stability Program (ESP), abbreviated as DSC (Dynami Stability
Control) in BMW vehiles.
gure 2.6 shows the funtional harateristis of ative rear-wheel steering
with opposite-diretional and same-diretional steering. When rear steering is
opposite to the front wheels, the momentary pole is redued due to the vehile
kinematis, whih means that the vehile an drive through the urve with
a smaller radius. In ontrast, rear-wheel steering with the same diretion of
rotation to the front wheels ontributes to an inrease of the steering radius
and thus more stabilization.
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Figure 2.6: Funtionality of ative rear steering system (a): opposite steering
(b) same diretional steering
One of the most important points in the design software and funtion in ve-
hiles is, that they have to be ensured with respet to the funtional safety,
meaning whether a vehile an still be ontrolled by a driver, if the ontroller
runs out of the performane, while giving out a ontrolled input wrongly. A-
ordingly, it is not desirable to let a ontroller set a rear steering angle arbitrar-
ily. It must be then bounded. In this work, the maximum rear steering angle
is set to 3◦.
Conversion fator yaw torque to rear wheel steering angle
As we explained in the state of the art, we will develop a entralized ontroller,
whih generates a torque around the z-axis (yaw moment) of a vehile inde-
pendently of implemented atuators. But this generated torque is a signal and
must be implemented by an atuator in form of fores or torques on the wheels.
Aordingly, we ompute a onversion fator whih transforms the torque, i.e.
the yaw torque, into a rear wheel steering angle. Then, this omputed angle is
the input of the rear steering atuator.
Based on equation 2.9, we would like to nd out the stati onversion fator
transforming a yaw moment into a rear wheel steering angle. In this ase we set
the stati part of the transfer funtion from the yaw veloity to the rear wheel
steering equal to the stati part of the transfer funtion from the yaw veloity
to the yaw moment. Aording to equation 2.9 and 2.36, the transfer funtion
from the yaw veloity to the rear wheel steering is as follows:
ψ˙(s)
δr(s)
=
a1rs+ a0r
b2rs2 + b1rs+ b0r
(2.39)
where
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a1r = −crlrmv2 a0r = −crcf lv
b2r = Jzmv
2 b1r = crml
2
rv + cfml
2
fv + Jzcrv + Jzcfv
b0r = crcf l
2
r + 2crcf lrlf + crmlrv
2 + crcf l
2
f − cfmlfv2
(2.40)
and
ψ˙(s)
Mz(s)
=
a1zs+ a0z
b2zs2 + b1zs+ b0z
(2.41)
a1z = mv
2 a0z = (cr + cf ) v
b2z = Jzmv
2 b1z = crml
2
rv + cfml
2
fv + Jzcrv + Jzcfv
b0z = crcf l
2
r + 2crcf lrlf + crmlrv
2 + crcf l
2
f − cfmlfv2
(2.42)
If we set s = 0 in equations 2.39 and 2.41, then we obtain the stati terms of
these transfer funtions:(
ψ˙(s = 0)
δr(s = 0)
)
=
(
ψ˙(s)
δr(s)
)
stat
=
a0r
b0r
(2.43)
(
ψ˙(s = 0)
Mz(s = 0)
)
=
(
ψ˙(s)
Mz(s)
)
stat
=
a0z
b0z
(2.44)
By setting equation 2.43 equal to 2.44
a0r
b0r
· δr = a0z
b0z
·Mz (2.45)
As we an see from equations 2.40 and 2.42, br0 = bz0
subsequently,
δr = −cr + cf
crcf l︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mz→δr
Mz (2.46)
As a onsequene, the onversion fator transforming a yaw moment into a
rear wheel steering angle is as follows:
Mz→δr = −
cr + cf
crcf l
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2.3 One-Sided Brake Intervention
In normal BMW vehiles, the DSC is able to stabilize the vehile and restore
its ontrollability by ative braking on the individual wheels in instable driving
onditions. The DSC is not ativated during a normal driving situation, below a
ertain driving limit, sine no stabilization task is required [12℄. By integrating
an agilising funtion, the driving performane of the vehile an be improved in
these driving situations. The dynami braking ation generates a desired yaw
moment by braking on a wheel in a similar way to the DSC to improve driving
behavior, espeially while ornering. Setting up suh a funtion is relatively
inexpensive beause dynami braking an use a ommon atuator together with
the DSC or ABS. gure 2.7 shows a shemati of the funtion of individual
wheel braking. The ontrol system alulates a desired braking moment for a
brake ation and distributes the moment to a orresponding wheel onsidering
driving situations and diretion of the set point. When ornering to the left,
a turning yaw moment will be generated. When the rear left wheel is braked
by the ontrol system, a braking fore is generated on the tire. This auses an
additional agilisation yaw moment around the vehile's z-axis, aused by the
braking fore with the lever arm of the trak width. Additionally, the funtional
safety takes into aount whether a vehile an still be ontrolled by a driver if
the ontroller runs out of the performane while giving out a ontrolled input
wrongly. Aordingly, it is not desirable to let a ontroller set a brake moment
arbitrarily. The brake moment must be bounded. In this work, the maximum
brake moment is set to 900[NM ].
Conversion fator yaw moment to brake moment dierene
As we an see from gure 2.7, a yaw moment (Mz) an be onverted to a brake
moment dierene based on the vehile kinematis as follows:
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Figure 2.7: Basi funtionality of the dynami braking ation
Mz = ∆Fbr
br
2
=
∆Mbr
rdyn
br
2
(2.47)
where ∆Fbr, br, ∆Mbr and rdyn represent a brake fore dierene between
the right and left rear wheel, the trak width of a vehile, a brake moment
dierene generated by the brake fore dierene, and dynami wheel radius
[48℄, respetively; hene, the onversion fator transforming a yaw moment to
a brake moment dierene is as
Mz→∆Mbr =
2rdyn
br
As soon as the brake moment dierene is omputed, it an be onverted to
the brake pressure dierene whih the brake system has to implement. It is
easily modeled as follows:
∆Pbrake =
∆Mbr
Apistol · rw · µtemp (2.48)
where, Apistol, rw and µtemp are the disk area, the wheel radius, and the
frition oeient aused by the dis temperature.
In summary, it an be inferred that the ative rear wheel steering and the
individual wheel dynami braking ation an improve the driving harateristis
of the entire vehile not only in the linear range but also in the non-linear range
of the vehile dynamis.
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2.4 Driving Maneuvers and the objetive driving
performanes
In order to ahieve desired stati and dynami steering performanes of a ve-
hile, the vehile properties are typially designed and tuned by simulations
and driving experienes with respet to dierent driving maneuvers. Normally,
these maneuvers are divided into two groups, Open-Loop and Closed-Loop ma-
neuvers. The dierene between these two groups refers to the driver, as shown
in gure 2.8.
Disturbances Vehicle
Vehicle
Behavior
Driver Driving Task
Open-Loop Closed-Loop
Figure 2.8: The inuene of a drive in the Open-Loop and Closed-Loop Maneu-
vers
In open-loop maneuvers, the driver does not reat on vehile trajetories and
responses but follows a predetermined task to aomplish planned maneuvers.
Inversely, the driver aets the vehile trajetories and responses in the losed-
loop maneuvers. For designing vehile properties in the early stages of the
development, open-loop maneuvers are applied and the design is arried out
based on the simulation, sine they are reproduible and there is no need to
model the human behavior whih annot be fully algorithmially desribed [43℄.
In this setion, the open-looped driving maneuvers, whih are relevant for this
dissertation, as well as their assoiated objetive targets are explained, whih
have to be ahieved during the design of dierent omponents of the hassis.
These maneuvers are as follows:
• QSSC - Quasi Steady State Cornering [4℄
• SWD - Sine With Dwell [3℄
• BRWC - Brake While Cornering [1℄
• WEAVE - Sinus with onstant frequeny [2℄
• CSST - Continuous Sine Steering [2℄
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QSSC - Quasi Steady State Cornering
The QSSC is a maneuver for evaluating the stati vehile performane. The ve-
hile an be driven either on urves with dierent radii but a onstant veloity
or on a urve with a dened radius but varying veloities [18℄.In this disserta-
tion, a simulation senario with a radius of 105m is dened, where the vehile
is aelerated on the urve with a slow initial aeleration of 0.5m/s2, gure
2.9. At the same time, the steering wheel angle is adapted and measured, suh
that the vehile stays on the lane with the radius R = 105m. With inreasing
veloity, the lateral aeleration ay rises. The simulation will be aborted, as
soon as the vehile leaves the dened trajetory due to inreasing veloity or
lateral aeleration. In order to evaluate driving performanes during QSSC,
some objetive targets are dened. The rst one is the maximum lateral a-
eleration, where the simulation ends up. The seond one is the self-steering
gradient in the linear range of the vehile dynamis, i.e. between 0 and 4m/s2.
The third one is the self-steering gradient in the non-linear range of vehile
dynamis whih is dened as the gradient between 7 and 95% of the maximum
lateral aeleration. It should be notied that the self-steering gradient is de-
ned with respet to the steering wheel angle, δH , and not the wheel steering
angle, δf . The three above-mentioned riteria are listed in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.9: Quasi Steady State Cornering Maneuver and its assoiated objetive
targets
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Objetive driving dynamis performane measures for QSSC
CV Desription
ay,max Maximum lateral aeleration
EGl =
(
dδH
day
)
ay=0−4
Self-steering gradient in linear domain from ay = 1− 4m/s2y
EGnl =
(
dδH
day
)
ay=7
Self-steering gradient in non-linear domain from ay = 7m/s
2
until 95% of ay,max
Table 2.3: Charateristi values for QSSC
SWD - Sine With Dwell
Sinus with dwell (SWD) is a very important maneuver for examining the driv-
ing safety and stability, in partiular for the validation of the eletroni stability
program (ESP). This maneuver inludes a single sinus period with holding time
of 0.5s at the valley. It is exeuted with a dened amplitude, the dened fre-
queny f = 0.7Hz and the onstant veloity v = 80km/h. After 3/4 of the sinus
period, the steering input stays onstant for 0.5s. The amplitude is made up of
two parts: a steering wheel angle fator (SAF) and the harateristi steering
wheel angle, determined by a pre-maneuver with a ramp steering wheel angle.
It means, the ramp maneuver is rst arried out at a onstant veloity to reah
the lateral aeleration of ay = 0.3g. The steering angle at this aeleration is
then δH,0.3g, gure 2.10.
δH,amplitude = SAF · δH,0.3g (2.49)
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Figure 2.10: Sine With Dwell Maneuver and its assoiated objetive targets
The main goal of this maneuver is that the vehile must always maintain
the stability and present a ontrolled behavior until a dened steering fator.
Aordingly, the side slip angle of a vehile has to be under a ertain value
(βmax). Furthermore, other driving targets must also be ahieved during this
maneuver. For example, the vertial ontat fore of inner tires during steering
must always be more than a minimum value, Fz,min. All driving dynamis
performane measures relevant to this maneuver are listed in table 2.4.
BRWC - Brake While Cornering
The maneuver brake while ornering is utilized to investigate the driving per-
formane during the load hange between the front and rear axle and the inter-
ation between lateral, longitudinal and vertial vehile dynamis. It is a stati
maneuver. A vehile is braked with a onstant longitudinal aeleration on a
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Objetive driving dynamis performane measures for SWD
CV Desription
βmax Maximal CG slip angle
Fz,min Minimal vertial tyre fore
ψ˙t=te+1.75s/ψ˙max Yaw veloity redution behavior
Table 2.4: Charateristi values for SWD
road urve with a onstant radius. The steering wheel angle is kept unhanged
thereby. In this dissertation, the onsidered radius is R = 400m and the vehile
speed inreases until the vehile reahes a lateral aeleration of ay = 5m/s
2
,
gure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Brake While Cornering Maneuver and its assoiated objetive tar-
gets
At this aeleration, the driver brakes with a onstant longitudinal aelera-
tion of ax = −5m/s2. While braking, the weight is shifted into the front axle.
This fat inreases the yaw veloity and the vehile tends to oversteer. The
assoiated driving target is shown in table 2.5.
WEAVE Test
Weave is a maneuver with a sinus input with the onstant frequeny of f =
0.25Hz as steering wheel angle, gure 2.12, where steering harateristis are
evaluated in terms of yaw veloity ampliation. The vehile is driven with
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Objetive driving dynamis performane measures for BRWC
CV Desription
∆ψ˙1s Yaw veloity hange at t=1s
Table 2.5: Charateristi values for BRWC
ertain dierent onstant veloities at the onstant lateral aeleration ay =
4m/s2. For example, the vehile drives with a dened onstant veloity, v1.
The amplitude of steering is then adjusted, suh that the vehile reahes the
lateral aeleration of ay = 4m/s
2
. Then, the yaw veloity ampliation to
the steering angle ampliation is reorded. This proedure is then done also
for other dened onstant veloities, v2, ..., vn. Then, a ourse is interpolated
among all these reoded ampliations and results in a diagram like gure 2.12
(b).
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Figure 2.12: WEAVE Maneuver and its assoiated objetive targets
Aording to this maneuver, various driving dynamis performane measures
are assessed, whih are listed in table 2.6.
CSST - Continuous Sine Steering
The maneuver CSST is applied for the evaluation of the vehile transient re-
sponse. The frequeny response of the vehile is analyzed with onerning the
steering stimulation. The vehile is driven with a sinus shaped steering input
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Objetive driving dynamis performane measures for SWD
CV Desription
(ψ˙/δf )stat,70 Stationary yaw veloity ampliation for v = 70km/h
(ψ˙/δf )stat,190 Stationary yaw veloity ampliation for v = 190km/h
(ψ˙/δf )stat,max Maximal stationary yaw veloity ampliation
Table 2.6: Charateristi values for WEAVE
with rising frequeny from 0.5Hz until 2Hz and a onstant amplitude, gure
2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Continuous Sine Steering Maneuver
The amplitude is determined based on a pre-maneuver of RAMP steer, suh
that the vehile reahes the lateral aeleration of ay = 4m/s
2
during this
maneuver. Moreover, the veloity is kept onstant at 100 km/h. Dierent
driving dynamis performane measures are evaluated based on this maneuver.
For instane, the equivalent time delay Teq,ψ˙/δH , omputed as follows, represents
the agility of a vehile. The smaller its values, the more agile the vehile is.
Teq,ψ˙/δH =
1
2 · π · freqψ˙/δH (−45◦)
(2.50)
freqψ˙/δH
(−45◦) stands for the frequeny, at whih the phase of the transfer
funtion
ψ˙
δH
reahes −45◦.
Another example is the yaw veloity resonane gain H/H0, gure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: The CSST assoiated objetive targets
It denotes the relation between the dynami yaw ampliation at the reso-
nane H and the stationary yaw ampliation H0. The smaller the yaw veloity
resonane gain is, the faster the dynami yaw veloity is damped and the more
sporty the vehile is. All driving dynamis performane measures relevant to
this maneuver are listed below:
Objetive driving dynamis performane measures for CSST
CV Desription
Teq,ψ/δH Equivalent time delay at phase(−45◦)
(H/H0)ψ˙/δH Yaw veloity resonane gain
Tay/ψ˙ Time dierene from lateral aeleration to steering wheel angle at f = 1Hz
Table 2.7: Charateristi values for CSST
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2.5 Simulation environment, Two-trak model
The development and design of the ontrol system and the atuators in this dis-
sertation are arried out in a omplete vehile simulation environment. By using
the simulink-based tool "ISAR" (Integrated simulation environment for vehile
dynamis with ontrol systems)[38℄, the developed ontrol systems and atuator
models an be tested and evaluated in a simulation environment lose to the
real vehile. This vehile model is based on a non-linear two-trak model im-
planted at BMW in MATLAB. By reduing simpliations of the STM model,
i. e. inreasing the degree of freedom, the model auray is inreased. In on-
trast to the single-trak model, the axles of the vehile are taken into aount,
whih results in the name of the two-trak model. In addition, the enter of
gravity is assumed above the road surfae. Eets suh as hanges in wheel
loads, rolling, and pithing an be observed. This is partiularly important
when onsidering lateral dynamis, as the wheel load osillation, due to the
enter of gravity height, has a signiant inuene on the driving behavior.
The shemati of a two-trak model is depited in gure 2.16. This simulation
tool also ontains a driver, a tra, a road model and enables the integration
of any arbitrary ontrol system, i.e. logi, atuator and sensor model. It is
omposed of non-linear harateristis obtained from a multi-body simulation
in ADAMS and is able to simulate the vehile dynamis at an adequate level.
The magi formula is implemented in this model for the alulation of the tire
dynamis [54℄. Aordingly, the lateral fores ating on tyres an be alulated
by the following linear equation
Fy = cα · α (2.51)
Where α is the tyre slip angle, obtained from equations 2.20 and 2.21 and cα
is the ornering stiness. However, the above-mentioned linear equation holds
until a ertain slip angle, as we an see from gure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Tyre lateral fores and slip angles [66℄
Moreover, the load (the fore in diretion of the z-axis) ating on a tyre an
hange the behavior of the tyre. In this manner, inreasing the tyre load leads
to the inrease of the ornering stiness. This fat is very important, beause
the lateral and longitudinal weight transfer is onstantly happening during the
ride due to the lateral and longitudinal aelerations.
All in all, it is also possible to evaluate the vehile in the non-linear range.
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Figure 2.16: Shemati of the vehile two-trak model
Summary
In this hapter, the prerequisite knowledge about the lateral vehile dynamis
has been addressed. We have explained the single-trak model with its two-
degrees-of-freedom. It is a linearized model of the two-trak model, whih is
the basis for the development of the lateral vehile dynamis ontrol system
introdued in the next hapter. Moreover, the funtionality of the ative rear
steering system (ARS) and one-sided brake intervention has been presented.
The ARS enables the vehile to move agile and stabilize it regarding velo-
ity. However, the one-sided brake intervention proposed in this hapter may
make the vehile beome more agile. The onversion fators have been pro-
posed, whih transform the yaw moment to the rear steering angle and the
brake fore. Finally, we have introdued the open-loop maneuvers with their
objetive driving dynamis performane measures. They are neessary for de-
veloping the hassis omponents by simulations and ahieving desirable stati
and dynami steering performanes in terms of ride and safety. For the station-
ary ornering, we have introdued the QSSC, BRWC and WEAVE maneuvers.
For the dynami steering, the SWD and CSST maneuvers have been proposed
and explained.
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3 Lateral vehile dynamis ontrol
systems
The lateral vehile dynamis ontrol system onsists of dierent funtions and
is a entralized ontrol system whose output is realized by dierent atuators
assembled in a vehile. Examples of suh atuators are front and rear steering
system, brake system and eletroni dierential lok. The struture of the
proposed ontrol system is demonstrated in gure 3.1 with the following units:
feedforward ontrol, disturbane feedforward ontrol, driving situation identier
(DSI), feedbak ontroller and priorization, summation and alloation unit. All
these funtions are onerned to hange the yaw veloity regarding the desired
vehile dynamis response. In the following setion, we desribe how and for
whih aim eah unit works.
Figure 3.1: Struture of the proposed ontrol system
3.1 Stati feedforward ontrol
As a stati feedforward ontrol is just a fator, it an be adjusted for eah
atuator speially and separately with respet to the desired aim whih has
to be ahieved by the performane of eah atuator. The stati feedforward
ontrol inuenes mainly the stati driving performane measures during steady
state ornering and is normally alulated from the front steering wheel angle
δf , the input of a driver, and the vehile v. As atuators onerned in this work
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are the brake system and the rear steering system, we fous on the struture of
the stati feedforward ontrol for these atuators.
Stati feedforward ontrol for ative rear steering
As mentioned before, the rear steering system an enhane the stability as well
as the agility of a vehile. Several approahes have been examined based on
dierent purposes in the last few years for adjusting a fator as stati feedfor-
ward ontrol assoiated with the rear steering system [51, 73, 21, 48, 16℄. We
use the idea in [73℄ and present a new harateristi urve in gure 3.2 with the
following equation:
δr,stat = f(v, δf )δr,stat = iARS(v) · δf (3.1)
where iARS is a ratio dependent on the veloity of a vehile.
As we an see from gure 3.2, the value of iARS is negative under the ve-
loity vtrans whih means, that the rear steering system turns rear wheels in
opposite diretion of front wheels, resulting in an inrease in the yaw moment
and onsequently the yaw veloity. Aordingly, the vehile beomes more agile
while ornering and apable in terms of turning. The value of iARS an also be
positive, if the veloity of a vehile is more than vtrans.
?
????,????.
????,????.,???
????,????.,???
?????? ????
Figure 3.2: Charateristi urve of ARS stati feedforward ontrol
In this ase, rear wheels are turned in the same diretion of front wheels
and this leads the vehile to beome more stable during ornering. This fat
is depited in gure 3.3, where it an be interpreted that the yaw veloity
ampliation (YVA) beomes more than the YVA of a vehile without a lateral
vehile dynamis ontrol (unontrolled vehile) for the veloity less than vtrans,
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i.e. the ontrolled vehile is more agile. A reverse eet ours by all veloities
more than vtrans, when the ontrolled vehile is more stable. This explanation
an be illustrated in more details by onsidering equation 2.9. If the inputs to
the vehile are δf and δr, then equation 2.9 will be onverted to the following
form:
[
β˙
ψ¨
]
=
[
− cr+cfmv −1 +
crlr−cf lf
mv2
crlr−cf lf
Jz
− crl
2
r+cf l
2
f
Jzv
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
[
β
ψ˙
]
+
[
cf
mv
cr
mv
cf lf
Jz
− crlrJz
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
[
δf
δr
]
(3.2)
Aordingly, the transfer funtion represented in equation 2.36 will be on-
verted into:
G(s) = (Is−A)−1B (3.3)
[
β
ψ˙
]
=
[
Gβ/δf (s) Gβ/δr (s)
Gψ˙/δf (s) Gψ˙/δr (s)
][
δf
δr
]
(3.4)
Thus,
ψ˙(s) = Gψ˙/δf (s)δf (s) +Gψ˙/δr(s)δr(s) (3.5)
Where,
Gψ˙/δf (s) =
b21s+ (a21b11 − a11b21)
s2 − (a11 + a22) + (a11a22 − a12a21)
Gψ˙/δr(s) =
b22s+ (a21b12 − a11b22)
s2 − (a11 + a22) + (a11a22 − a12a21)
(3.6)
with the following parameters:
a11 = −cr + cf
mv
a12 = −1 + crlr − cf lf
mv2
a21 =
crlr − cf lf
Jz
a22 = −
crl
2
r + cf l
2
f
Jzv
b11 =
cf
mv
b12 =
crl
mv
b21 =
cf lf
Jz
b22 = −crlr
Jz
(3.7)
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In the stationary ornering, s = 0, equation 3.5 is as follows:
ψ˙stat = (a21b11 − a11b21)δf,stat + (a21b12 − a11b22)δr,stat (3.8)
By inserting equation 3.1 into equation 3.8:
ψ˙stat = (a21b11 − a11b21)δf,stat + (a21b12 − a11b22)iARS(v)δf,stat (3.9)
Therefore,(
ψ˙
δf
)
stat
= (a21b11 − a11b21) + (a21b12 − a11b22)iARS(v) (3.10)
By inserting the parameters shown in equation 3.7 into the above-mentioned
equation:(
ψ˙
δf
)
stat
=
v
l + ml
(
lr
cf
− lfcr
)
v2
− v
l + ml
(
lr
cf
− lfcr
)
v2
· iARS(v) (3.11)
So, (
ψ˙
δf
)
stat
=
v
l + ml
(
lr
cf
− lfcr
)
v2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y V Auncontr
(1− iARS(v))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y V Acontr
(3.12)
From equation 3.12, it an be onluded, that the stationary yaw veloity
ampliation of a vehile ontrolled only by the stati feedforward ontrol of
the ative rear steering system is the multipliation of the stationary YVA of
the unontrolled vehile with the term (1− iARS(v)).
By looking again at gure 3.3, we an see, that at v = 0 the stationary
YVA of the untrolled vehile is equal zero, i.e. Y V Auncontr = 0. Therefore,
Y V Acontr = 0. The dierene of Y V Acontr at the veloities below vtrans is
not signiant, beause either Y V Auncontr or the term (1− iARS(v)) is small.
However, at the high veloities, the drop of Y V Acontr ompared to Y V Auncontr
is signiant, beause Y V Auncontr is large and the term (1− iARS(v)) beomes
small.
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Figure 3.3: Stationary yaw veloity ampliation of the unontrolled and on-
trolled vehile with only ARS stati feedforward ontrol
Furthermore, gure 3.5 indiates that for reahing a ertain lateral aelera-
tion under the above-mentioned transient veloity, less self-steering is demanded
and vie versa.
Stati feedforward ontrol for brake system
Although many researhes have been done in the last few deades for designing
single-sided braking by the brake system to stabilize the vehile in ritial situa-
tions, we use the brake system in this dissertation through single-sided braking
just to make the vehile agile. Beause we assume, that vehiles are equipped
with DSC, whih stabilizes them in ritial situations. Therefore, the goal is to
redue the self-steering demand at large lateral aeleration and inrease the
maximum lateral aeleration in steady state ornering. Thus, we would like
to design a harateristi urve whih generates brake moment based on the
onsideration of the lateral aeleration. The real lateral aeleration an be
measured diretly in a vehile, after the driver has taken an ation and has en-
tered the wheel steering angle. In other words, the measured lateral aeleration
is the output of our system. But as we know, the task of a feedforward ontrol is
to regulate the vehile, before the driver input gets into the vehile. Therefore,
we must not use the atual real lateral aeleration as the input of the stati
feedforward ontrol. Instead, it is beneial to determine an imaginary lateral
aeleration, omputed by the drivers's ommando, δf , vx. This imaginary lat-
eral aeleration is alled Akermann aeleration and an approximation of the
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real stati lateral aeleration during ornering.
The Akermann aeleration is given in the following equation:
ay,ack =
v2x · δeff
l(1 + ( vxvch )
2)
(3.13)
where δeff stands for the eetive steering wheel angle omputed by the
following equation:
δeff =
δfl + δfr
2
− δr,stat (3.14)
where δfl and δfr represent the front steering wheel angle on the left and
right side. δr,stat stands for the stationary feedforward ontrolled input of the
rear steering system.
Figure 3.4 is the proposed harateristi urve of the brake system stati feed-
forward ontrol for the omputation of the brake moment. A brake moment
is extrated in real-time from this harateristi urve based on the omputed
Akermann aeleration. On the harateristi urve, it is to be reognized
that no brake moment is dened below a ertain Akermann aeleration, for
instane ay,ack = 5m/s
2
. In addition, a weighting fator will be dened with
respet to the veloity, whih will be multiplied with the extrated brake mo-
ment. This weighting fator, shown in gure 3.4, prevents the brake system
from intervening at low and high veloities. Otherwise, there is high wastage
in the brake system.
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Figure 3.4: Charateristi urves of the brake system stati feedforward ontrol:
(a): the harateristi urve for the extration of brake moment
regarding Akermann aeleration, (b): The harateristi urve for
the extration of the weighting fator regarding the veloity
Another important point is the sign of the omputed braking moment, whih
is an index, on whih wheel the braking moment should be implemented. Sine
the brake system is used here to make the vehile agile, the sign of the brake
moment is omputed from the sign of the akermann aeleration and will be
multiplied with the alulated brake moment; hene, the generated stati brake
moment, sent to the brake system, is alulated as following:
Mbr,stat = Sgn(ay,ack) ·Mbr(ay,ack) ·G(v) (3.15)
Figure 3.5 shows an example of how the stati feedforward ontrol of the
one sided-brake system hanges the self-steering of a vehile. The ontrolled
vehile with ARS and BS stati feedforward ontrol an tolerate more lateral
aeleration in omparison with the unontrolled vehile or ontrolled one by
just rear stati feedforward ontrol. In addition, for a determined aeleration,
the steering demand of a ontrolled vehile with BS and ARS is less than the
ontrolled one by just ARS, whih also indiates more agility while ornering.
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Figure 3.5: The omparison between the self-steering demand of the unon-
trolled vehile (blak line), the ontrolled vehile with only ARS
stati feedforward ontrol (orange line) and the ontrolled vehile
with ARS and BS stati feedforward ontrol (blue line)
3.2 Centralized dynami feedforward ontrol
While the stati feedforward ontrol is designed for eah atuator speially,
the dynami feedforward ontrol is a global model-based funtion and inde-
pendent from available atuators. In other words, the output of the dynami
feedforward ontrol is a yaw moment whih an be implemented by any atu-
ator assembled in a vehile. In this ase, the generated yaw moment must be
onverted to the relevant signal for eah atuator. This topi will be explained
in the setion of "Prioritization and summation".
By the use of suh a dynami feedforward ontrol, the dynami response of
a vehile with respet to the driver inputs an be inuened. The eets of a
dynami feedforward ontrol are dependent on how this feedforward ontrol is
designed and tuned. In this setion, we introdue a new approah for developing
a entralised dynami feedforward ontrol to inuene the lateral dynamis of
a vehile. As our target is to manipulate the lateral vehile dynamis by this
feedforward ontrol, the longitudinal dynamis will not be onsidered. It means,
we use equation 2.9. The yaw moment generated by the feedforward ontrol
is onerned as Mz,ff . It should be notied, that in this ase, the inputs into
the vehile, i.e. system, are the wheel steering angle δf aused by the at of
a driver and the yaw moment, generated by the dynami feedforward ontrol.
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Aordingly, the state spae model is:[
β˙
ψ¨
]
=
[
a11 a12
a21 a22
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
[
β
ψ˙
]
+
[
b11 b22
b21 b22
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
[
δf
Mz,ff
]
(3.16)
where
a11 = −cr + cf
mv
a12 = −1 + crlr − cf lf
mv2
a21 =
crlr − cf lf
Jz
a22 = −
crl
2
r + cf l
2
f
Jzv
b11 =
cf
mv
b12 = 0
b21 =
cf lf
Jz
b22 = − 1
Jz
(3.17)
This state spae model an be reformulated based on equation 3.18, where
C is a unit matrix. Aordingly, the transfer funtion of the above-mentioned
state spae model in the Laplae domain is as follow:
G(s) = C(sI−A)−1B+D (3.18)
[
β(s)
ψ˙(s)
]
=
[
G11(s) G12(s)
G21(s) G22(s)
] [
δf (s)
Mz,ff (s)
]
(3.19)
The objetive is here to hange the transient behavior of the vehile yaw veloity.
The dynami feedforward ontrol is then designed for the following transfer
funtion:
ψ˙(s) = G21(s)δf (s) +G22(s)Mz,ff (s) (3.20)
As already represented in gure 2.4, the damping ratio and the eigenfrequeny
of a vehile dereases very fast by inreasing the vehile veloity, while the time
onstant inreases. The dynami feedforward ontrol should be tuned so that
this fat will be ompensated.
As explained earlier, the feedforward ontrol is omposed of the stati feedfor-
ward ontrol of the rear steering system (δr,stat), the stati feedforward forward
ontrol of the brake system (Mbr,stat), and the dynami feedforward ontrol.
Consequently,
Mz,ff = Mz,stat +Mz,dyn (3.21)
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where, Mz,stat is the summation of the stati yaw moments generated by the
at of the ARS and BS stati feedforward ontrol.
Mz,stat = Mb,stat ·∆Mbr→Mz + δr,stat · δr→Mz (3.22)
As we know, eah stati feedforward ontrol is a funtion of the front wheel
steering angle (δf ). Therefore, we dene a stati fator here, whih relates the
stati yaw moment (Mz,stat) to the front wheel steering angle (δf ):
iMz,ff =
Mz,stat
δf
(3.23)
Mz,dyn is dened as follows:
Mz,dyn(s) = Gdyn(s) · δf (s) (3.24)
Inserting Equations 3.23 and 3.24 in Equation 3.21, we obtain:
Mz,ff (s) = iMz,ff · δf (s) +Gdyn(s) · δf (s) (3.25)
Plaing Equation 3.25 into Equation 3.20 results in:
ψ˙
δf
(s) = G21(s) +G22(s)iMz,ff +G22(s)Gdyn(s) (3.26)
The above-mentioned equation represents how the yaw veloity responds to
the front wheel steering angle and the feedforward ontrol. Now, we would like
to design Gdyn in equation 3.26, suh that the yaw veloity ahieves a desired
response to the at of driver, δf . Therefore, we rst formulate a desired transfer
funtion from the front wheel steering angle to the yaw veloity as follows:
Gdes(s) =
(
ψ˙
δf
(s)
)
desired
= ST · 1 + Tz,dess
1 + 2Ddesωdes s+
1
ω2
des
s2
(3.27)
Where, ST is the stati term, Tz,des is the desired time onstant, Ddes is the
desired damping ration, and ωdes is the desired eigenfrequeny of the desired
transfer funtion Gdes. Setting equation 3.26 equal to equation 3.27 results in:
Gdyn =
Gdes −G21
G22
− iMz,ff (3.28)
As we see from the above-mentioned equation, Gdyn is developed by designing
Gdes, i.e. ST , Tz,des, Ddes, and ωdes.
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As we explained earlier, our goal by developing Gdyn is only to hange the
transient behavior of the vehile yaw veloity, i.e. Gdyn(s = 0) = 0. Thus,
Gdyn(s = 0) =
Gdes(s = 0)−G21(s = 0)
G22(s = 0)
− iMz,ff = 0 (3.29)
Gdes(s = 0) = G21(s = 0) +G22(s = 0)iMz,ff (3.30)
From equation 3.27, Gdes(s = 0) = ST . So,
ST = G21(s = 0) +G22(s = 0)iMz,ff (3.31)
Considering equations 3.16, 3.17, and 3.19,
ST =
a21b11 − a11b21
−a12a21 + a11a22 +
a22b12 − a11b22
−a12a21 + a11a22 · iMz,ff (3.32)
Another goal to be ahieved by designing Gdyn is to ompensate the derease
of the damping ratio and the eigenfrequeny of a vehile by inreasing the
vehile veloity and to manipulate the time onstant of the vehile. Aordingly,
we dene Tz,des, Ddes, and ωdes as follows:
Tz,des = Tz · Tfs
Ddes = D ·Df
ωdes = ω0 · ωf
(3.33)
Where, Tz, D and ω0 are the time onstant, the damping ratio, and the
natural frequeny of a vehile, omputed by equation 2.38. Tf , Df and ωf are
tuning parameters. With tuning these parameters, we hange the response of
the vehile to the wheel steering angle and an determine the desired transfer
funtion.
For example, gure 3.6 shows how the dynami feedforward ontrol with the
tuning parameters wf = 1, Tf = 1 andDf = 1.1 aets the driving performane
of the vehile by exeuting the CSST maneuver. The maximum of yaw veloity
resonane gain
(
RES ψ˙
δH
)
beomes less, whih means that the vehile response
to suh a dynami input will be damped. In addition, the equivalent time delay(
T
eq, ψ˙
δH
)
also beomes less. It means, the vehile responds to the input of a
driver faster and with less delay.
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Figure 3.6: The bode diagram of the vehile dynamis with respet to the CSST
maneuver
In addition, the dynami feedforward ontrol enhanes the stability of the
vehile by dynami maneuvers suh as SWD. Figure 3.7 shows how the dynami
feedforward ontrol damps the side slip angle of the vehile, indiating the
stability improvement of the vehile.
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Figure 3.7: The side slip angle response of the vehile to the SWD maneuver
3.3 Centralized disturbane feedforward ontrol
Dierent kinds of disturbanes aet the vehile dynamis. Only very few ones
an be ompensated. For the vehile lateral dynamis, the eet of the longitu-
dinal dynamis is onerned as disturbane. Due to braking or aeleration dur-
ing ornering, wheel load hanges between front and rear axle. Consequently,
the self-steering behavior hanges. This hange has to be ompensated by a
driver in the linear domain of the vehile. For example, during aelerated or-
nering, more vehile weight is braed on the rear axle, while the vehile weight
on the front axle dereases. As a result, the vehile beomes more under-
steering. The driver must steer the steering wheel more in order to stay on
the urve with the same radius. Suh an eet should be redued by means of
deoupling the longitudinal dynamis from the lateral dynamis. The design of
a proper funtion for ompensating suh an eet is unfolded in [52℄ expliitly.
As a onsequene, we do not explain the design of this funtion again. Rather,
we desribe its funtionality.
In order to determine the required yaw moment whih ompensates this eet,
the simple single-trak model, i.e. equation 2.9 is ompared with the single-
trak model in equation 2.6 with onsideration of the available longitudinal
aeleration ax, shown in gure 3.8. Aordingly, if the sign of the alulated
yaw moment (Mz,dff ) is positive, the vehile drives under drive. In the other
way around, the vehile drives under train, when the sign of Mz,dff is negative.
This yaw moment will be added to the feedforward ontrol total term before
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Figure 3.8: The shemati of the generated yaw moment by the disturbane
feedforward ontrol
getting in an assoiated atuator.
The inuene of the disturbane feedforward ontrol an be seen in gure
3.9. The plot shows the yaw veloity response of the vehile with and without
disturbane feedforward ontrol, during brake while ornering (BRWC) maneu-
ver. The dierene yaw veloity at t=1s is less for the ontrolled vehile. In
other words, the ontrolled vehile stays better on its trajetory while BRWC.
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Figure 3.9: The yaw veloity response during the BRWC maneuver: blak line
stands for the unontrolled vehile and the orange one stands for
the ontrolled vehile by the disturbane feedforward ontrol
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3.4 Referene input generator and driving situation
identier
The referene input generator produes a referene yaw veloity for the feedbak
ontroller. It obtains an input from the driving observer, whih estimates the
driving situation. Based on the estimated driving situation, a referene yaw
veloity will be alulated.
In this setion, we larify how this referene yaw veloity will be generated
and the driving situation will be estimated. For this purpose, the single-trak
model dened in equation 3.16 with the variables in equation 3.17 is applied.
It has to be notied, that the inputs of this model are the wheel steering angle
entered by a driver, the vehile veloity, and the feedforward ontrol terms
in form of a yaw moment, generated by the stati and dynami feedforward
ontrols.
As we know, the behavior of a single-trak model is similar to the behavior
of a real vehile during ornering until the lateral aeleration of 4 m/s2. After
this lateral aeleration, there is a deviation between these two behaviors whih
is due to the non-linear behavior of tires [32℄.
From the vehile kinematis, a relationship between the lateral aeleration,
the yaw veloity and the side slip angle veloity is dened as follows:
ay = v(β˙ + ψ˙)
ψ˙ =
ay
v
− β˙ (3.34)
This relationship holds also in the non-linear area of tires.
In order to estimate the driving situation, a new variable is dened, namely
lateral aeleration yaw veloity (ψ˙ay ). This aeleration is alulated from the
atual lateral aeleration of the vehile (ay,act) and the side slip angle veloity
omputed from the single-trak model, i.e. β˙STM .
ψ˙ay :=
ay,act
v
− β˙STM (3.35)
The atual lateral aeleration refers to the vehile enter of gravity. As
a onsequene, the eet of rolling during ornering should be onsidered for
omputing the atual lateral aeleration. Aordingly,
ay,act = ay,act,measured − φ · g (3.36)
where, ay,act,measured is the measured atual lateral aeleration of a vehile,
φ represents the roll angle during ornering and g expresses the gravitational
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onstant.
Aordingly, we are dealing with three dierent yaw veloities, suh as the
single-trak model yaw veloity ψ˙STM omputed from equation 2.9, lateral a-
eleration yaw veloity ψ˙ay obtained from Equation 3.35, and the atual yaw
veloity ψ˙act measured from the vehile. ψ˙act an also be rewritten as follows:
ψ˙act =
ay,act
v
− β˙act (3.37)
The single-trak model yaw veloity ψ˙STM has to be bounded by the maximal
tolerable of the lateral aeleration of a vehile whih is limited by the roadway
frition oeient [11℄. It means, the front wheel steering angle will be bounded
as follows and will be inserted in Equation 3.16.
|δf | ≤ |δf,max| (3.38)
where,
|δf,max| = l · |ay,max|
v2
(
1 +
(
v
vch
)2)
(3.39)
Driving Situations
The idea how to reognize the driving situations is obtained from [74℄. Three
ommon driving situations whih our during the explained maneuvers in the
setion 4.3 an be then lassied as follows:
• Linear: ψ˙ay , ψ˙STM and ψ˙act have the same sign, and the absolute value
of ψ˙act is almost equal to the value of ψ˙ay .
sgn(ψ˙ay) = sgn(ψ˙STM ) = sgn(ψ˙act) and
∣∣∣ψ˙act∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣ψ˙ay ∣∣∣
In this situation, the real vehile behaves like the single-trak model. This
state holds until the lateral aeleration of 4 m
s2
.
• Oversteer: ψ˙ay , ψ˙STM and ψ˙act have the same sign, and the absolute
value of ψ˙act diers from the absolute value of ψ˙ay signiantly.
sgn(ψ˙ay) = sgn(ψ˙STM ) = sgn(ψ˙act) and
∣∣∣ψ˙act∣∣∣ ≫ ∣∣∣ψ˙ay ∣∣∣
In this situation, the side slip angle of the vehile is inreasing and the
vehile is about to beome instable due to the fat that the rear tires are
about to reah the marginal ondition.
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• Counter-steer: ψ˙ay and ψ˙act. have the same sign diering from the sign
of ψ˙STM .
sgn(ψ˙ay) = sgn(ψ˙act.) 6= sgn(ψ˙STM )
In this situation, the vehile does not trak the driver's ommand. Suh a
situation happens due to an abrupt hange of the diretion while ornering
or rash steering while the vehile is swinging o.
Based on the above-mentioned situations, we dene dierent referene yaw
veloities whose deviation from the vehile atual yaw veloity has to be regu-
lated by the feedbak ontroller.
In the linear domain, the vehile drives stable. The improvement of the ve-
hile agility is desirable. As a onsequene, the referene yaw veloity is dened
as the single-trak model yaw veloity (ψ˙STM ). But, it should be mentioned
that this improvement of agility is very small, beause in the linear domain,
the atual vehile yaw veloity is almost equal to the single-trak model yaw
veloity.
ψ˙ref = ψ˙STM
eψ˙ = ψ˙STM − ψ˙act
In the oversteer domain, the vehile is about to beome unstable and the
tires are about to reah the non-linear marginal ondition. The vehile is build-
ing up a large side slip angle β. Consequently, β has to be ontrolled by the
feedbak ontroller. As the side slip angle is a state variable but not measurable
in a vehile, we ontrol its veloity β˙. In this ase:
ψ˙ref = ψ˙ay
Aordingly,
eψ˙ = ψ˙ay − ψ˙act = β˙act − β˙STM
It means, the ontrolled variable is the side slip angle veloity of the vehile,
when the referene yaw veloity is the lateral aeleration yaw veloity (ψ˙ay).
As long as the error between these two side slip angle veloities is less than a
dened upper bound, the vehile is stil in linear domain. This upper bound is
a tuning parameter: ∣∣∣β˙act − β˙STM ∣∣∣ < ∆β˙max
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In this dissertation, we empirially set ∆β˙max = 0.06.
In the Counter-steer domain, the vehile must be stabilized as fast as pos-
sible. In other words, it is desirable to bring the vehile into a straight ahead
line again. Therefore:
ψ˙ref = 0 (3.40)
To sum up,
ψ˙ref =


ψ˙STM For linear domain
ψ˙ay For oversteer domain
0 For Counter − steer
The point to be onsidered is that the vehile yaw veloity responds very
fast to a steering wheel stimulation. As a result, the referene yaw veloity an
hange abruptly regarding driving situations. In order to avoid a rapid hange
between the referene yaw veloities, we introdue the following equation for
the alulation of ψ˙ref :
ψ˙ref = ψ˙STM (1−Kos)(1−Kcs) +Kos(1−Kcs)ψ˙min (3.41)
where,
ψ˙min = min(|ψ˙STM |, |ψ˙ay |) · (sgn(ψ˙STM ) + sgn(ψ˙ay ))/2 (3.42)
Kos and Kcs are indiators of the oversteer and ounter-steer driving situations,
respetively. As soon as the ounter-steer situation is deteted (sgn(ψ˙ay ) =
sgn(ψ˙act) 6= sgn(ψ˙STM )), Kcs is raised to 1. However, reognizing the over-
steer situation is slightly more omplex than the ounter-steer one. As long
as sgn(ψ˙ay ) = sgn(ψ˙STM ) = sgn(ψ˙act) remains the same, we have to look at
the deviation value between the side slip angle veloities of the single-trak
model and the real vehile, shown in equation 3.43, and the sign of the lateral
aeleration (ay,act).
∆β˙ = β˙act − β˙STM (3.43)
Aordingly,
Kos =
{
1 ∆β˙ · sgn(ay,act) ≥ ∆β˙max
0 ∆β˙ · sgn(ay,act) < 0
One ∆β˙ · sgn(ay,act) ≥ β˙max, the indiator Kos is set to 1. One the vehile
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gets to this situation, Kos is not set to 0, until the ∆β˙ beomes less than 0.
A typial ourse of ∆β˙ and alulation of Kos is shown in gure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: An example of the alulation of the oversteer indiator Kos
All these proedures will be arried out in a so-alled Driving Situation Iden-
tier (DSI) unit. In this unit, the referene yaw veloity is also omputed.
Figure 3.11 represents whih inputs and outputs get inside and outside of the
DSI.
Figure 3.11: Driving Situations Identier (DSI) unit
3.5 Centralized feedbak ontroller
In addition to the stati and dynami feedfoward ontrol and the disturbane
feedfoward ontrol, we develop a entralized feedbak ontroller in this setion.
The feedbak ontroller has the following tasks [74℄:
• Damping the yaw veloity dynamis.
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• Optimization of the vehile handling properties.
• redution of the vehile side slip angle veloity build-up.
Damping the yaw veloity dynamis means that if the yaw veloity is exited
to osillate, the feedbak ontroller has to attenuate the osillation. Moreover,
the ontroller should assist the driver to have a better handling in the linear
domain of the vehile dynamis. If a vehile is about to build up a large side slip
angle whih makes the vehile over-steer and unontrollable for a normal driver,
the ontroller has to ontrol the side slip angle and redue it before the vehile
swings o. With respet to all these requirements, it does not make sense to
just ontrol the yaw angle veloity dynamis. Beause, suh a ontroller an
destabilize a vehile, sine it does not then onsider the side slip angle of the
vehile. This in turn auses a vehile to spin in ritial situations. However,
the side slip angle is not measurable in a vehile during the ride. Rather, the
side slip angle veloity an be measured based on the kinematis of the vehile.
As a onsequene, we onsider this fat and try to design a ontroller to ontrol
both the yaw angle veloity and the side slip angle veloity.
Aordingly, a referene yaw veloity will be dened whose deviation from
the atual yaw veloity in the vehile will be ontrolled as follows:
eψ = ψ˙ref − ψ˙act (3.44)
Where ψref and ψact stand for the referene yaw veloity and the atual yaw
veloity, respetively.
A andidate feedbak ontroller an be a trivial PID-ontroller. However,
the integral term (I-term) is not neessary to be applied. Beause, the I-term
is responsible for regulating the stationary auray of the losed-loop system.
But, the main vehile states, suh as oversteer and ounter-steer, ontrolled
by this feedbak ontroller are non-stationary. Moreover, the I-term brings a
phase shift of −π/2 into the losed-loop. But in suh vehile states, suh a
phase shift in the ontrolled input makes the driver onfused. The driver is
also a ontroller of the vehile. In suh non-stationary states, he also tries
to regulate the vehile. A phase shift in the ontrolled input brings a phase
shifted intervention and makes the driver nervous and onfused by ontrolling
the vehile. The D-term an be negleted, as the designed dynami feedforward
ontrol takes over the task of improving the dynami response of the vehile yaw
angle veloity; hene, the proposed feedbak ontroller in this dissertation has
only the proportional term. (Kp) should be large enough in order to make the
feedbak ontroller reat quikly to the error. The output of the ontroller is a
yaw moment, shown in gure 3.12, whih will be then added to the feedforward
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ontrol terms and sent to the atuators.
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?????.
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-
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Figure 3.12: Feedbak ontroller
The referene yaw veloity hanges during a ride based on the identied
situations of the vehile by the DSI. This fat makes the losed-loop system
non-linear. Therefore, the whole transfer funtion of the losed-loop system,
vehile, and ontroller inluding atuators, annot be dened straightforward.
Additionally, the ontroller proportional term annot stay onstant while the
veloity hanges, beause the agility and speially stability of a vehile de-
pends on the vehile veloity. Subsequently, the ontroller proportional term
must be weighted by the hange of the veloity, illustrated in gure 3.12. As a
onsequene,
Mz,FB = f(v, eψ˙) = Kp · eψ˙ · gKp(v) (3.45)
wheres gKp is a weighting fator, depending on the veloity. Sine too large
Kp makes a vehile unstable at high and low veloities, the weighting fator
should redue the proportional gain signiantly at these veloities. Figure
3.13 is, hene, used as harateristi urve for this weighting fator in this
dissertation.
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Figure 3.13: The proposed harateristi urve as the weighting fator of the
ontroller propotional term
We reveal the impat of the feedbak ontroller by means of an example. Fig-
ure 3.14 depits the simulation results of the SWD maneuver. The simulation
is exeuted one time for SAF = 4.5 and one time for SAF = 5. By the simu-
lation with SAF = 4.5, it an be seen that the yaw angle veloity and the side
slip angle amplitude of the ontrolled vehile (blue line) are more damped and
less than those of the unontrolled vehile (blak line). By the simulation with
SAF = 5, the unontrolled vehile (orange line) beomes ompletely unstable.
However, the driving situation identier (DSI) predits this behavior during the
exeution of this maneuver, sets the referene yaw veloity to
˙ψay and attempts
to prevent the vehile to build-up side slip angle. As a onsequene, the on-
trolled vehile stays stable during this maneuver, whih is to be seen in Figure
3.14(b) (purple line).
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Figure 3.14: (a) vehile yaw angle veloity and (b) side slip angle during the
exeution of the SWD maneuver with SAF = 4.5 and SAF = 5
3.6 Priorization, alloation and summation unit
As we have seen before, all units of the proposed ontrol system, exept the
stati feedforward ontrol, are entralized and generate a yaw moment. Fur-
thermore, there are dierent atuators assembled in a vehile, i.e. rear steering
system, eletroni power steering system, eletroni dierential lok, braking
system, et. The generated yaw moment should be rst onverted into the
form of a signal assoiated with an atuator and then sent to it. If there is only
one atuator available in the hassis, then the whole generated yaw moment
will be turned into the assoiated signal. The atuator loates the signal in the
vehile, until it reahes its maximum physial limits. However, there must exist
a strategy for the distribution of the yaw moment, if there are more than one
atuator ongured in the hassis. The distribution an take plae in dierent
ways. We onsider just two of them for the sake of easiness. Either all the
generated yaw moments from various ontrol system units are added together
and the whole yaw moment is distributed between all atuators, depited in
Figure 3.15, or eah yaw moment generated by eah ontrol system unit is rst
distributed among atuators and the total ontrolled input for eah atuator is
then alulated and sent to eah atuator, gure 3.16.
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Figure 3.15: All the generated yaw moments from various ontrol system units
are added together and the whole yaw moment is distributed
among all atuators
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Figure 3.16: Eah yaw moment generated by eah ontrol system unit is rst
distributed among atuators and the total ontrolled input for eah
atuator is then alulated and sent to eah atuator
We apply the seond way in this dissertation. One reason is that eah on-
trol system unit an be tuned in this manner separately and with respet to
the development stages of the hassis and the driving dynamis performane
measures. Mostly, in the early stage of the hassis development, the so-alled
integration level 300 (I-300), only stati and dynami feedforward ontrols are
tuned based on the driving dynamis performane measures. Another reason
is, the output of eah unit an be priorized based on the driving situation. For
instane, if the vehile gets out of ontrol (oversteer), the stati feedforward
ontrol of the braking system, whose task ist to make the vehile agile, may not
have to send any signal to the braking system anymore. Rather, the braking
system should follow the DSC interventions stabilizing the vehile. Figure 3.17
demonstrates, for example, how the generated yaw moment by the dynami
feedforward ontrol is distributed and priorized.
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Figure 3.17: The generated yaw moment by the dynami feedforward ontrol is
distributed and priorized among atuators
The generated yaw moment by the dynami feedforward ontrol is rst as-
signed to the ARS module. There, it will be onverted to a rear steering angle
through the onversion fator Mz→δr . The alulated rear steering angle will
be bounded by the atuator maximal rear steering angle, a speiation of an
atuator dened by the supplier. The bounded rear steering angle is then sent
to the atuator and onverted again into a yaw moment through the onver-
sion fator δr→Mz =
1
Mz→δr
. This yaw moment is subtrated from the original
generated yaw moment by the dynami feedforward ontrol. The rest is sent
into the brake system module. There, it is onverted into the brake moment by
the onversion fator Mz→∆Mbr . The omputed brake moment is also bounded
with respet to the maximum brake moment, permitted to be implemented on
the rear axle. The maximum brake moment on the rear axle is dened by the
funtional safety department. The omputed brake moment should also be pri-
orized with respet to driving situations. As mentioned above, if the vehile is
in the oversteer or ounter-steer situation, it needs a stabilization yaw moment.
Therefore, the omputed and bounded brake moment may not be implemented
in these situations, if the vehile is getting agile by this moment. As shown
earlier, the order of assigning the yaw moment to the atuators is rst ARS
and then BS. Beause, the ARS an stabilize and make the vehile agile and
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the BS may just make the vehile agile. Generally, the braking system should
be the last atuator in this daisy hain whih implements the yaw moment,
otherwise, high braking wastage arises.
The distribution is arried out anyway by a daisy hain onept. Based on the
daisy hain distribution, all atuators are not involved at the same time, whih
redues the attrition of an atuator. In addition, eah atuator is priorized
based on its eieny. In our ase, the ative rear steering system tries rst
to implement all requirements of eah ontrol unit. If it is not able to realize
all requirements in form of a rear wheel steering angle, the rest of requirements
will be sent to the brake system attempting to implement them in form of a
brake moment.
Summary
In this hapter, we have demonstrated the struture of the lateral vehile dy-
namis ontrol system. The simulation model is then developed whih onsists
of dierent units suh as the stati and the dynami feedforward ontrol, the
disturbane feedforward ontrol, the driving situation identier, the feedbak
ontroller, and the priorization and alloation unit. The stati feedforward
ontrol has been designed for ARS and one-sided brake intervention separately.
The output of the harateristi urve of the ARS stati feedforward ontrol
is a rear steering angle. The harateristi urve of the one-sided brake in-
tervention alulates a brake moment with respet to the Akermann lateral
aeleration, whih an also be weighted by the weighting fator, a funtion of
the veloity. The dynami feedforward ontrol was entralized and produed
a yaw moment based on the desired transfer funtion. It has enhaned the
performane of the vehile during the dynami maneuvers. The entralized
disturbane feedforward ontrol has improved the behavior of the vehile by
braking or aelerating while ornering, sine it rejets the impat of the longi-
tudinal aeleration on the lateral dynamis by generating a yaw moment. The
driving situation identier has been proposed, whih observes and ompares
the atual yaw veloity, the lateral aeleration yaw veloity, and single-trak
model yaw veloity. Based on this omparison, it ould reognize the driving
situation, suh as oversteering, understeering or ounter-steering, and generate
a referene input for the feedbak ontroller. The entralized feedbak ontroller
then ontrolled the deviation between this referene input and the atual yaw
veloity by produing a yaw moment. All these generated yaw moments from
dierent units had to be alloated to various atuators in the hassis. We have
shown how this is done by the daisy hain method and with respet to the
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driving situation in the priorization and alloation unit.
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4 Funtional atuator modeling
In the last few deades, some researhes have been done for modeling atuators
of the hassis. However, in most ontrol engineering literatures, an atuator is
onsidered as unertainty in the model of a plant. In the vehile industry, it is
very important to speify an atuator, as it should most probably be able to
deal with not only one vehile, rather dierent vehile variants. Otherwise it
would be highly expensive to onstrut a spei atuator for eah vehile. For
example, a ommon rear steering system is implemented in BMW 5, 6, 7, x3
and x5 series [68℄.
Designing and speifying atuators' properties for new vehile generations
an be done by assuming a similar system behavior to predeessors. In this
way, it is important, in the rst plae, to have an appropriate model from the
predeessors. The question arising here is whih kind of model is required for
this purpose. [19℄ attempts to answer this question regarding the development
phases disussed in the introdution. The fous of this hapter lies on nding
a proper method for modeling atuators in the early phase of vehile dynamis
development.
4.1 Modeling methodology
In the early stage of vehile dynamis development, it is desirable to have a
model whih is as simple as possible and as omplex as neessary. It means,
we are interested to nd a model of an atuator whih desribes its dynamis
and physial limitation by a small number of parameters. This model sim-
pliity helps us later dene the speiations of new atuators more easily. In
the system identiation, we an divide the modeling methodology into three
ategories: empirial, physial and semi-physial modeling approah.
4.1.1 Empirial modeling proedure
The empirial modeling approah desribes a system through mathematial
models determined by observing the relationship between inputs and outputs
of the system. An example of suh models is a rst- or seond-order transfer
funtion with parameters like stati gain, time onstant, natural frequeny,
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and damping ratio. In the system identiation, it is neessary to formulate
a proedure for nding suh models. Based on [42℄, the method of empirial
modeling an be laid out as follows.
1. Experimental design: A test rig has to be built up. In this step,
dierent kinds of tests under spei onditions have to be determined,
whih result in maximum informative Input-Output data.
2. Experiments: The dened tests must be arried out. Here, it is impor-
tant to redue or preferably avoid any noises in order to have better data
for interpreting the system behavior.
3. Model struture: This is the most important step of the system iden-
tiation. A andidate model struture must be denoted based on the
engineering intuition as well as properties of the gathered input-output
data. In this setion, having an insight into the physial omponents of
an atuator is very helpful.
4. Formulation of requirements: Often, the outputs of the system model
deviate from the outputs of the real system, i.e. an atuator [36℄. As
a result, the formulation of requirements on the permissible deviation
beomes important.
5. Parameter estimation: Here the parameters of the andidate model
seleted in the setion of model struture should be identied based on
the reorded input-output data. This is done by identiation and opti-
mization methods.
6. Model validation: In this part, the outputs of the model are om-
pared with the outputs of the real system. The proedure nishes if the
deviation between these two outputs orresponds with the formulated re-
quirement. Otherwise, the above-mentioned proedure or the adjustment
of the system model parameters must be arried out again.
The empirial modeling proedure is summarized in gure 4.1.
There are dierent reasons to obtain insuient models based on the ex-
plained proedure. In order to avoid suh failures we have to:
• nd a proper numerial proedure for the parameter estimation.
• hoose appropriate requirements.
• gure out whih kinds of data sets are informative enough.
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Figure 4.1: Empirial modeling: (a) Proedure of empirial modeling, (b) De-
viation of the real system from the simulation model
In the end, it should be mentioned, that it is not desirable to nd the most
proper model for all purposes, rather a single model whih deals with the dened
requirements well.
4.1.2 Physial and semi-physial modeling proedure
Based on the physial modeling, a system will be modeled regarding its detailed
omponents. Eah mehanial, eletrial or thermal parameter will be modeled.
Examples of suh parameters are mass, frition oeient, indutane, apai-
tane or thermal resistane. In this way, eah kind of non-linearity in the system
has also to be modeled. Non-linearities an arise due to fritions or ompliane
of mehanial omponents or a power limitation of eletrial ones. The advan-
tage of this kind of modeling is, it gives a detailed view of the system under
investigation. Moreover, it is expeted that the model output rarely deviates
from the real system output. However, suh a modeling proedure takes muh
time due to its omplexity and is highly dependent on the system under inves-
tigation as eah system onsists of dierent kinds of mehanial and eletrial
omponents. The system model also needs high omputing apaities for the
simulation and design proedure. But, in most ases, it is almost impossible to
gure out all the subomponents of an atuator, sine they are properties made
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by suppliers. In addition, suh models are highly time-onsuming and need high
omputing apaities for the simulation and design proedures. Therefore, suh
physial models are not appropriate in the early stage of produt development,
sine in this stage, the goal is to have a simple model with reasonable auray
and quik simulation time.
Consequently, we introdue a new kind of modeling whih ombines the idea
of empirial and physial modeling. This way, we obtain a model with a good
auray and less time onsumption for the designing proedure [6℄. Semi-
physial modeling an then be the serial arrangement of two sub-models, gure
4.2. The sequene of the serial model struture does not matter.
Based on semi-physial modeling, a system is modeled empirially but with
the onsideration of physial limitations: for example non-linearities, observed
from reorded input-output data. Suh models should over the behavior of a
system in the frequeny as well as time domains. In these both domains, the
deviation of the model output from the system output still has to follow the
requirements introdued in the setion of empirial modeling.
Empirical Model Physical Model 
input output 
Figure 4.2: Struture of semi-physial modeling
4.2 Appliation to rear steering system
The methodology of semi-physial modeling will be applied in this setion to
model an ative rear steering system (ARS). It means, we model the ARS atu-
ator rst of all by appliation of empirial modeling methodology. Afterwards,
we apply the methodology of physial modeling to model the physial limita-
tions of ARS relevant to the lateral vehile dynamis. Based on experimental
design, the rst step in empirial modeling is to build up a test rig with spei
situations. As seen in gure 4.3, the ARS atuator is onneted to the wheels
through the tie rod and the mehanial lever arm.
The movement of the tie rod is alulated by the transmission ratio whih is
dened by the supplier. Additionally, the maximum rear wheel steering angle is
dened by the supplier and equal to 3 degrees. These properties an be briey
seen in table 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: shemati interfae of the ative rear steering atuator and the rear
axle
ARS atuator kinematis properties Value
Maximum rear wheel steering angle ± 3◦
Transmission ratio (mean value) ± 2.679 mm◦
Table 4.1: The kinematis properties of the ative rear steering system
Experimental design
The set-up of the test rig is shown in gure 4.4. The tie rod is attahed from the
left side to a sensor whih measures the movement and from the right side to a
hydrauli ylinder whih produes a onstant ounter fore (Fc). The following
onditions are met for the test-rig:
• The measurements are exeuted by the temperature 20◦ Celsius. The
alteration of the temperature is not taken into aount, as it is no point
of interest in the early stage of vehile dynamis development.
• The hydrauli ylinder produes only stati fores.
In this step, it is also important to dene dierent tests whih an identify the
behavior of the atuator in the steady and transient states. As a onsequene,
we use:
• step inputs for investigating the steady state and time transient prole of
the atuator.
• sinusoidal inputs with an inreasing frequeny for investigating transient
behavior of the atuator in the frequeny domain.
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Figure 4.4: Shemati of the test rig setup of ARS
Moreover, these tests should not be exeuted with respet to only one ounter
fore rather diverse ounter fore values. In this manner, we an nd out how
the response of the atuator varies regarding the amplitude and the diretion
of ounter fores. This happens on the tie rod during the ride beause of the
longitudinal and lateral ating on the tires.
The step test is utilized for exploring the performane of the atuator in time
domain. Moreover, it ontributes to gure out whether the atuator inludes
physial limitations aused by frition, inertias, transport delays, et. The
hosen properties for the step test are illustrated in table 4.2.
Step test properties Value
Counter fores ± 5.5, 0 [kN℄
Amplitude 1.87◦
Table 4.2: Properties of the step test
The ounter fore values are onsidered at no load ondition (0 kN) and
maximum tolerable ounter fore (5.5 kN). In this way, we an determine the
performane of the atuator at normal and extreme operation points.
In order to ath the response of the atuator in the frequeny domain, we
outline a sinusoidal test with the information summarized in table 4.3
The test starts with the frequeny of 0.1 Hz and is arried out with a duration
of 7 periods, in order to stabilize the amplitude and phase shift response at eah
frequeny. In addition, the onsideration of a rest time between eah frequeny
is required, in order to bring the system to the steady state and not to inuene
the next exitation. The shemati of the test input is shown in gure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Shemati of the sinus input
The maximum ounter fore is set to ±5 kN, as this was speied by the
supplier. Other ounter fores are onerned for produing more informative
input-output data.
Sinusoidal test properties Value
Counter fores ± 5.5, ± 2.2, 0 [kN℄
Amplitude 0.5◦
Periods per frequeny 7
Starting frequeny 0.1 [Hz℄
End frequeny 5 [Hz℄
Table 4.3: Properties of the sinusoidal test
Experiments
In this part, the dened tests are onduted. Figure 4.6 represents how the
atuator reats to the sinus input, where the ounter fore, for example, is set
to +5.5 kN.
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Figure 4.6: Sinus response of the ARS atuator regarding Fc = 5.5 kN
Additionally, the step test is exeuted with respet to the dened ounter
fores, gure 4.7. The dash lines demonstrate the response of the atuator to
eah ounter fore.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between measured step response regarding the dened
Fc
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Model struture
Often, the model struture is determined with respet to prior knowledge about
physial omponents of an atuator, engineering intuition, and formal properties
of the model needed to be taken into aount. As mentioned above, over-
parametrization must be avoided and the model should be as simple as possible.
By looking at the response of the ARS atuator to the step and sinusoidal input
gure 4.7 and gure 4.6, one an assume that a rst-order transfer funtion with
a time delay is a good hoie for the empirial model struture [7℄. However, by
onsidering a seond-order transfer funtion with or without zero we an reah
more auray for modeling the reorded input-output data. In this ase, one
an also onsider the seond-order transfer funtion with or without zero and
with or without time delay [40℄. As all mehanial omponents have a delay
at the beginning by implementing the oming signal, we hoose a seond-order
transfer funtion with a time delay as a andidate for the model struture:
GProcessModel(s) =
KP
1 + 2DTw s+ (Tws )2
e−Tds (4.1)
Where KP , D, Tw, Td stand for stati gain, damping ratio, time onstant,
and time delay, respetively.
Formulation of requirements
The formulation of requirements on the error between the model output and the
real system output is ruial, sine the permissible deviation between them must
not violate the ultimate goal. Before giving a deep insight into the requirements,
rst the term FitPercent will be introdued. It is the normalized root mean
square error emerged from model outputs and real system outputs in frequeny
domain. It means the output of the model and the real system, i.e. ARS
atuator, are onverted from time domain into frequeny domain by means of
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). FitPercent is shown in equation 4.2.
FitPercent = 100
N∑
k=1
(
1− ‖G0(ωk)−Gq(jωk)‖‖G0(ωk)−mean(G0(ωk))‖
)
(4.2)
Where G0 stands for the transfer funtion alulated from the measured
output to the input, Gq represents the transfer funtions from the estimated
model output to the input and k orresponds to eah frequeny.
Now, the requirements are dened as follows:
• The FitPercent should not be less than 75%.
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• The amplitude deviation must not be more than 10%.
• The time shift must not be more than 15 ms.
Parameter Estimation
There are various approahes for the parameter estimation of a model [25, 57,
39, 71℄. In our ase, the seond-order transfer funtion with a time delay has
been hosen. The applied approah for estimating the introdued model 4.1
is the frequeny domain predition error method (FPEM). The prerequisite
knowledge about this method an be found in details in [41℄. It attempts to
nd the best onguration of parameters of the transfer funtion whose bode-
diagram ts well to the realized bode-diagram from the reorded input-output
data of the sinusoidal test. FPEM is already implemented in MATLAB [41℄,
in the system identiation toolbox. Before using this tool and approah, the
input-output data must be onverted from time into the frequeny domain by
the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) [5℄. Figure 4.8 expresses the amplitude
spetrum obtained by the onversion of the input-output data from sinusoidal
test with respet to the ounter fore 0 kN. This proedure will be exeuted for
all ounter fores.
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Figure 4.8: Fast Fourier Transform for the sinus response and ounter fore of
+5.5 kN
The onverted output of the sinusoidal test is divided by the onverted input
for eah ounter fore, where the bode-diagram an be represented, gure 4.9.
It an be seen, the bode diagram of the response of the ARS atuator to the
sinus input for all ounter fores has a very similar behavior up to 3 Hz. As
mentioned in hapter 3, the lateral vehile dynamis is dened in the range of
0 until 2 Hz. Consequently, it is suient to nd one transfer funtion based
on equation 4.1 with a suitable parameter onguration whih overs the bode
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diagram up to 3 Hz very well and fullls the above-mentioned requirements.
FPEM is then applied and a set of parameters is found, whih is represented
in table 4.4. The tting perent of this transfer funtion is alulated for eah
ounter fore based on equation 4.2 and is shown in table 4.5.
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Figure 4.9: Bode diagram of the sinus responses of the ARS regarding all
ounter fores
Set of parameters
KP D Tw Td
1 3.6 0.0068 0.01122
Table 4.4: Predited parameters for the andidate transfer funtion
As a onsequene, the predited empirial model is as follows:
G(s) =
1
1 + 0.01604s + (0.0068s)2
e−0.01122s (4.3)
As an be seen from gure 4.10, the ourse of the model's bode diagram
with the predited parameters ts to all the bode diagrams very well and the
FitPerent is still more than 75%, i.e. the rst requirement is met. But we
have to validate this model now in terms of the amplitude error and the time
shift for both sinus and step input.
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Fitting Perent
Counter Fore [kN℄ −5.5 −2.2 0 +2.2 +5.5
FitPerent [%℄ 81.9 91.92 93.2 78.92 80.13
Table 4.5: FitPerent of the alulated transfer funtion for all ounter fores
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Figure 4.10: Bode Diagram of the sinus response of the ARS atuator and the
predited model with respet to all ounter fores
Model Validation
This part has to be arried out based on the dened requirements in the se-
tion of formulation of requirements. As already mentioned, the transfer funtion
with the predited parameters meets the rst requirement properly. It is lear
from gure 4.11, the amplitude error and the time shift between the system out-
put and the model output regarding the ounter fore 0 kN at 0.5 Hz, the initial
frequeny, are almost zero and at 3 Hz, the maximum onsidered frequeny, 3.3
% and 9 ms, respetively.
Figure 4.12 represents the input, the system output, and the model output
at 0.5 Hz and 3 Hz for the ase, where the ounter fore +5.5 kN is. The
amplitude error and time shift at 0.5 Hz are almost zero and at 3 Hz, 1.48%
and 11 ms, respetively.
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Figure 4.11: The response of the ASR atuator and the model to the sinus input
regarding Fc = 0 kN: (a) Response at 0.5 Hz, (b) Response at 3
Hz
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Figure 4.12: The response of the ASR atuator and model to the sinus input
regarding Fc = +5.5 KN: (a) Response at 0.5 Hz, (b) Response at
3 Hz
Last but not least, it an be gured out from gure 4.13 that the amplitude
error and time shift between the system output and the model output in terms
of the ounter fore −5.5 kN are zero at 0.5 Hz and 1.48% and 11 ms at 3 Hz,
respetively.
Table 4.6 illustrates the amplitude error and time shift for all ounter fores
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Figure 4.13: The response of the ASR atuator and model to the sinus input
regarding Fc = −5.5 kN: (a) Response at 0.5 Hz, (b) Response at
3 Hz
at 3 Hz.
Model validation for the sinus response
Counter Fore [kN℄ −5.5 −2.2 0 +2.2 +5.5
Amplitude error [%℄ 6.74 2.7 3.3 2.1 1.48
Time shift [ms℄ 11 9 9 8 11
Table 4.6: Comparison of the model output with the system output at the fre-
queny 3 Hz
As a result, it is to be onluded that the model responses at the frequenies
[0.5 − 3] Hz for all ounter fores meet the requirements.
The model validation has also to be done for the step test. The step input
is also given into the transfer funtion 4.1 with the predited parameters 4.4.
Figure 4.14 demonstrates the response of the system and the model to the
step input. The time shift fullls its requirement. However, the amplitude
error fails to meet the formulated requirement, as it an visually be seen that
the amplitude error is signiantly high. It indiates that the veloity of the
system response is muh less than the expeted veloity, represented by the step
response of the predited model 4.3. This fat results from non-linearities in the
ARS atuator, i.e. maximum speed of the atuator's tie rod travel. However,
This fat annot be seen in the sinus responses, as the veloity of the sinus
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input is not so high that the atuator runs in the veloity saturation. As a
result, the semi-physial modeling is applied to get further improvement in the
empirial modeling.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between step input, measured output and predited
output (LTI) for ounter fore: (a) Fc = −5.5 kN, (b) Fc = +5.5
kN
Semi-physial modeling
As explained in this hapter, the semi-physial modeling is an extension of the
empirial modeling with the onsideration of physial limitations. We have
onluded from the last setion, that the physial limitation in the ARS atu-
ator refers to the maximum speed. This limitation an be inorporated in the
empirial model, as shown in gure 4.2, by trying to map the power or torque
harateristi urves. The step responses of the atuator regarding the dened
ounter fores are analyzed. For eah step response, the veloity is alulated
for eah time sample point (interval of 1 seond) from the beginning until the
steady state of the response. As a onsequene, the graphi shown in gure
4.15 is generated.
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Figure 4.15: Fore and veloity measurements for a step input subjeted to
dierent ounter fores
This gives us the idea how to dene the power harateristi urve of the
atuator. The harateristi fore-veloity limitation is then formulated math-
ematially as follows:
δ˙out =


δ˙cu |FC | ≥ FC,c & FC · δ˙in > 0
δ˙TF |FC | < FC,c
δ˙cl |FC | ≥ FC,c & FC · δ˙in < 0
0 otherwise
(4.4)
δ˙cu =
vnoload − vu,Fmax
Fmax
·δ˙TF ± vnoload = (0.0027·δ˙TF ± 47.1) mm
s
(4.5)
δ˙cl =
vnoload − vl,Fmax
Fmax
· δ˙TF ± vnoload = (0.0069· δ˙TF ± 47.1) mm
s
(4.6)
where δ˙in and δ˙out stand for the veloity of the input signal and semi-physial
model output, respetively. δ˙TF refers to the veloity of the signal output
oming out from the transfer funtion, FC expresses the ounter fore and
FC,c = 5.5 kN is the maximum ritial ounter fore. δ˙cu and δ˙lu are dened as
upper and lower bound of the model output veloity when the produt of the
input veloity with the ounter fore is positive and negative, respetively.
Figure 4.16 depits the harateristi urve with the parameters dened in
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table 4.7.
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Figure 4.16: Power harateristi urve of the ARS atuator
Table 4.7: Parameters for the atuator fore speed harateristi urve
Fore speed urve parameters Value
FMAX 5.5[kN ]
vu,FMAX 32 [mm/s] = 11.9 [
◦/s]
vl,FMAX 9.3 [mm/s] = 3.5 [
◦/s]
vnoload 47.1 [mm/s] = 17.6 [
◦/s]
The harateristi urve 4.16 is implemented as rate limiter (RL) in the semi-
physial model of the ARS, whih limits the veloity of the output signal ob-
tained from the transfer funtion 4.3.
Now, we return to the validation part and show that the proposed semi-
physial model, shown in gure 4.17, also meets the requirements for the step
response.
 !
 + 2"#$% + (#$%)
&
'*,-
RL !"  #$%
'
 ()
Figure 4.17: Semi-physial model of the ARS atuator
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where δin stands for the δr alulated from the lateral vehile dynamis on-
trol system explained in the last hapter and Fc represents the ounter fore
ating on the tie rod and resulted from the longitudinal as well as the lateral
fores of the rear wheels.
The results of the step response to the model demonstrated in gure 4.17
are depited in gure 4.18. As expeted, the model approximates the measured
output very well and we observe signiant improvements. The amplitude de-
viation between the model output (LTI+RL) and the system output (measured
output) is less than 10% and the time shift is approximately zero. This points
out, that the semi-physial model meets all the determined requirements.
4.2.1 Summary
In this hapter, the importane of dierent kinds of modeling approahes has
been demonstrated. We have pointed out that the empirial modeling desribes
a system through mathematial models determined by observing the relation-
ship between inputs and outputs of the system. We have also explained that the
physial modeling models a system regarding its detailed omponents and the
semi-physial modeling is ompound of the empirial and physial modeling.
As illustrated, a semi-physial model of an atuator is suient in the early
stage of the vehile dynamis development. Based on the proposed approah,
the atuator was modeled rst empirially with respet to the spei steps
leared in this hapter. The model had to be veried regarding the veriation
tests. If the model ould not pass all the tests, then it should be adapted. The
adaptation was the expansion of modeling to the semi-physial modeling, where
the non-linearities in the atuator ould also be modeled. We have applied this
methodology on the ARS. The ARS semi-physial model has passed all the ver-
iation tests in the frequeny and time domain. We have also shown that the
model is aurate enough for the development of the new generation atuators.
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Figure 4.18: The response of the ASR atuator, empirial model (LTI), semi-
physial model (LTI+RL) to the step input regarding: (a) 0 kN,
(b) +5.5 kN and () −5.5 kN
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5 Robust design of atuators and
ontrol systems
Problem statement
As mentioned in the setion of state of the art, there exists researh about
robust design of atuators and parameterization of ontrol systems. However,
almost all of it needs a linear or a linearized system model. In addition, most
of the proposed methods nd a parameter spae for parametrization of only a
feedbak ontroller with respet to unstrutured unertainties in the dynami
model of a plant and onsider an atuator also as an unertainty. The most
used riterion in suh methods is only the stability of the losed-loop system.
We have seen in the last hapters that the vehile, the ontrol system, and the
atuators are together an example of a highly non-linear large-sale system with
unertainties, whih makes the design proedure very omplex, partiularly in
the early stages of the vehile dynamis development. In addition, beside the
stability riterion, there are many other requirements on the driving dynamis
performanes, whih also have to be satised with a proper design of suh a
large-sale system. One way to arry out suh a design is an iterative design.
It means, designing atuators and parameterizing ontrol systems an be a-
omplished by designing eah subsystem of a ontrol system and an atuator
separately. In this ase, eah subsystem must be developed, so that the overall
performanes of the vehile will be ahieved. However, suh an approah may
lead to onits of goals regarding overall performanes, sine eah subsystem
attempts to aomplish the overall performane and does not take into aount
the ontributions of other subsystems. Moreover, this approah annot ope
with omplexities during the design proedure. These omplexities refer to the
fat that atuators and ontrol systems have to be developed for diverse ve-
hile variants by numerous development departments and based on dierent
driving dynamis performanes. As a onsequene, there is a neessity for nd-
ing a proper method, whih onfronts the omplexity and an nd a robust
design of atuators and ontrol systems with respet to all driving dynamis
performanes and unertainties during the development proedures.
The proposed method in this hapter is based on the general idea of design-
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ing large-sale systems with respet to unertainties, presented in [78℄. The
basis of this method is the so-alled V-model [28℄. The V-model is an eetive
way to deompose qualitative requirements of a large-sale system into subsys-
tem's requirements, gure 5.1. However, it is not straightforward to produe
quantitative requirements of the subsystems by this model.
Requirement Solution
Requirement
Requirement
Solution
Solution
System
Subsystem
Component
Figure 5.1: Design proedure based on the V-Model
Therefore, additional steps have to be inorporated into this model to make
it possible to derive quantitative requirements of subsystems from overall re-
quirements of a large-sale system [78℄.
In the rst step, it should be laried, whih design variables of eah sub-
system inuene whih objetive quantities, possibly interat with other design
variables of other subsystems, and aet the overall performanes of a large-
sale system. This is done by reating a so-alled dependeny graph. In the
seond step, so-alled bottom-up mappings, here surrogate models, have to be
established, whih evaluate the quantitative performanes of a large-sale sys-
tem, depending on the design variables of the subsystems. Surrogate models
must be as simple as possible and as omplex as neessary. In the third step, the
so-alled top-down mappings, permissible ranges of design variables are derived
from quantitative requirements formulated on the large-sale system. Figure
5.2 shows the overview of all these three steps.
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Figure 5.2: Three-enablers for deriving the quantitative requirements of subsys-
tems from the overall requirements of a large-sale system
We rst larify what a dependeny graph is and how it is onstruted. Seond,
we explain the buttom-up mapping proedure and neessary mathematial and
physial surrogate models for ontrol systems, atuators, and vehiles. Third,
we desribe the proedure of top-down mapping and give a brief review of
the optimization method whih delivers permissible ranges of design variables
of atuators and ontrol systems with respet to unertainties and objetive
driving dynamis performane measures.
5.1 Dependeny graph
In the proess of designing an atuator and parametrization of a ontrol sys-
tem, a strutured model is required whih douments the dependenies among
the design variables of the subsystems and the objetive driving dynamis per-
formane measures. This model is important, as it an manage know-how in
the proess of the development. A so-alled dependeny graph is used for this
purpose.
As explained in hapter 2, the vehile performane is identied in dierent
dynamis domains, namely longitudinal, lateral and vertial domain. Eah
domain is assessed by dierent assessment indies (AI). These AIs are targets
on the highest level of the V-model, i.e. on the system Level depited in gure
5.1. Eah AI is haraterized by dierent maneuvers and the relevant objetive
driving dynamis performane measures of these maneuvers. For example, "AI
ornering" is one of the assessment indies in the domain of vehile lateral
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dynamis. This AI is evaluated by dierent maneuvers suh as aeleration
while ornering (ACWC), brake while ornering (BRWC), quasi steady state
ornering (QSSC), Ramp steer, et. Referening again to the hapter 2, eah of
these maneuvers has dierent objetive driving dynamis performane measures
whih are altered by the hassis' properties, namely subsystem properties in
the V-model. These subsystem properties are also aeted by the properties
of omponents omposing the subsystem. The examples of suh omponents in
the hassis are ontrol systems and the atuators.
So, a dependeny graph is a graph in whih the measurable system
(AIs), objetive driving dynamis performane measures and omponent prop-
erties (ontrol system parameters and atuators design variables) are displayed
as verties. Their dependenies are expressed as an arrow.
5.2 Bottom-up mapping
For bottom-up mapping, quantitative evaluation of outputs as a funtion of
inputs, a model is required whih represents the physial relations between in-
puts and outputs, i.e. design variables of atuators and ontrol systems and
objetive driving dynamis performane measures. The physial model of the
vehile, funtional model of the atuators, and the model of the ontrol sys-
tem have been pointed out in the previous hapters. Simulation of these models
and later optimization of the outputs of the simulation are usually restrited by
very large omputational time. A single simulation of our omplex model takes
several hours or even a day. Therefore, the optimization problem, nding per-
missible ranges of design variables, is very time-onsuming, beause it usually
needs more than thousand simulation iterations. Therefore, substitute models,
based on mathematial funtions, an be applied in order to approximate and
predit the real model behavior with extremely lower alulation time [31℄, but
at a prie of yielding a small error on the nal result. As mentioned before, a
meta-model an also predit the output of the physial model with respet to
new sets of design variables without a need for further simulations.
Meta-models used in this work are assoiated with lassiation and regres-
sion methods of the supervised learning tehnique of mahine learning, whih
are trained by already known input and output data and are then able to pre-
dit the output under new ombination of input parameters [62℄. The used
regression models in this work are artiial neural networks. The support ve-
tor mahine is then used for the lassiation. These meta-models need an
adequate number of inputs and outputs. As a result, we introdue in the next
setion the idea of design of experiments (DoEs), responsible for the preparation
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of inputs and outputs. Afterwards, we give a brief review of how the artiial
neural networks (ANN) and the support vetor mahine (SVM) work and why
we need both of them.
5.2.1 Design of experiments
In order to train ANN and SVM properly, we have to onsider two requirements
on the design spae of all design variables (inputs to ANN and SVM):
• The sample of the design spae must be well distributed.
• The design spae must be overed as muh as possible with minimal num-
ber of sample points in order to aelerate the proess of the simulation
and optimization.
The onsequene of the realization of these two requirements is that the meta-
model an be well tted to the real model and later predit the output well for
a new ombination of input variables.
There are dierent kinds of sampling methods [69℄. Some of them are
• Sobol sequene
• Sramble Sobol sequene
• Full fatorial sequene
• Halton sequene
• Sramble Halton sequene
The question arises, whih method fullls the above-mentioned requirements
most properly. Therefore, we introdue a term, alled disrepany, whih dif-
ferentiates between sampling methods. Imagining that the number of design
variables is P , the design spae is labeled as Ωds with N samples, and z is an
arbitrary point from the design spae Ωds, b[0, z] is dened as a box ontaining
all points loated in the box from origin to z. n(b) is the number of points in
this box and V ol(b) shows the volume of the box. Aordingly, the disrepany
of the point z is omputed as follows:
Discrepancy(z) =
∣∣∣∣n(b)N − V ol(b)
∣∣∣∣ (5.1)
Another term is dened as follows:
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D∞ = max
z∈Ωds
(Discrepancy(z)) (5.2)
The smaller D∞ is , the better the method is in terms of the dened re-
quirements. It means, the method with the smallest D∞ an sample the P-
dimensional design spae Ωds eiently by overing most of its orners and
edges. In this way, the data will be more informative by minimum possible
number of samples and aordingly simulations. [72℄ investigates all possible
methods of sampling based on the introdued terms. The result is that Sram-
ble Sobol sequene and Sramble Halton sequene are the best options in terms
of D∞, gure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The most two eient sampling methods in terms of disrepany
As mentioned earlier, input-output data is neessary for training of meta-
models. The proedure of generating input-output data is summarized below:
• Identiation of design variables of the atuator and the assoiated ontrol
system.
• Choosing a proper method for sampling the design spae of the design
variables.
• Sampling the design spae.
• Choosing desirable driving dynamis maneuver.
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• Simulating the whole system model, i.e. vehile, ontrol system, and
atuator model, regarding determined driving dynamis maneuvers and
the sampled design spae.
• Evaluation of the simulation results for alulating the objetive driving
dynami targets of eah driving maneuver.
This proedure is depited in gure 5.4. Consequently, the inputs to a meta-
model are sample points of the vehile-genes, the ontrol system, and the atua-
tor design variables. The outputs are the evaluated objetive driving dynamis
of eah driving maneuver.
PSfrag replaements
Assessment
Figure 5.4: The proedure of generating input-output data
5.2.2 Response surfae model
After gathering enough input-output data, a meta-model has to be trained.
In our ase, for eah output, we train an individual neural network, multiple
input and one output model. It should be notied, a meta-model approximates
a simulation model whih is itself an approximation of the real system. As
a result, it is desirable that these two approximations have errors as small as
possible in order to avoid a big deviation in the nal design result [35℄.
As disussed above, we use the artiial neural networks (ANN) for training
the data. ANNs are quasi-mathematial surrogate models, based on the inter-
onnetion of numerous biologial neurons. One an eetively overome the
non-linear problems with high omplexity and many dimensions with ANNs
[69℄.
Currently, there exist dierent types of neural networks, e.g. Feedforward
Neural Network, Convolutional Neural Network, Modular Neural Network, Ra-
dial Basis Funtion Neural Network, Reurrent Neural Network, et. [33℄. In
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this dissertation, we use the Feedforward Neural Network with Bakpropogation
algorithm. Figure 5.5 demonstrates a typial shemati of a simple feedforward
neural network. The network is split in three layers: Input layer, hidden layer,
and output layer. The input layer gets all samples of the ontrol system and
atuator design variables, and vehile genes.
Figure 5.5: A typial shemati of a simple feedforward neural network
All design variables are saled between 0 and 1 by an enoder before entering
the network, sine it is easier for the bakpropogation algorithm to nd the
optimal weights more quikly. As a result, deoding of the outputs should
be arried out at the end. The output layer inludes the evaluated objetive
driving targets, i.e. CVs, of all maneuvers. Between these two layers, one
or more hidden layers are situated. Eah hidden layer an have an arbitrary
number of neurons, whereby no more than 2 layers are usually needed for most
of the problems in this dissertation.
As mentioned before, a separate neural network is dened for eah CV (obje-
tive driving performane measure), so that the network struture, i.e. number
of hidden layers and neurons of eah layer, is espeially onstruted with respet
to eah output. Eah neuron of a hidden layer is onneted to all neurons in
the previous and the subsequent layer (fully onneted neural networks). Fig-
ure 5.6 shows, how a neuron in the j + 1-th layer gets its information by the
ativation of all neurons of the previous layer. If the j-th layer has k neurons
with weighting wji and the ativation funtion is dened as ϕ, the ativation
of a neuron in the next layer proeeds as follows:
Netj+1 = wj0 +
k∑
i=1
wji · xji (5.3)
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Figure 5.6: Shemati of the ativation of a neuron
where, wj0 is the so-alled bias and a onstant value. xij represents all
the neurons in the j-th layer. The ativation funtion ϕ an be, for instane,
sigmoid logisti or sigmoid hyperboli tangent. In this work, we use sigmoid
logisti as ativation funtion:
ϕ(Netj+1) =
1
1 + e−Netj+1
(5.4)
Model Quality
Model quality of a omputed neural network is very important in terms of the
predition of the real model, sine an overtting of an ANN leads drastially
into failed preditions of unseen data. Figure 5.7 [69℄ represents an overtting
senario. The network is well trained on the training data and an predit the
output of the training data very well. But, as soon as the input data of the
trained network is not the training data, it fails to predit the orret output.
As a onsequene, data is divided in two groups: training data and test data.
Usually, the test group is smaller than the training group.
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Figure 5.7: Model Quality, the proedure of overtting
The meta-model, ANN, is trained with the training data. A desired ANN is
one, whih has the smallest predition error. The predition error is measured in
dierent ways. The lassi one is the oeient of determination R2, omputed
as follows:
R2 = 1−
∑N
i (yi − yˆi)2∑N
i (yi − y¯)2
(5.5)
where, yi, yˆi and y¯ are the real output, the predited output, and the average
of all predited output, respetively. In order to avoid any overtting, the
quality of the meta-model ANN is ompared with the samples from the test
data. For this purpose, the ross validation method is applied [69℄. In this
dissertation, the model quality equal or larger than 0.9 is onsidered as a good
quality.
Proposed Algorithm
As mentioned above, the number of hidden layers as well as neurons an vary
with respet to the struture of the feedforward neural network. Inreasing
the number of neurons and hidden layers an enhane the predition of more
omplex relationships between inputs and outputs, whih an deliver a very
good quality for the training data. However, it may lead into model overtting.
It should also be onsidered that there is no alulation to determine the best
struture of an ANN with the best model quality. Subsequently, we introdue
here a pragmatial proedure to nd the best struture for our appliation with
the best model quality without meeting any kind of overtting.
The number of the hidden layers and neurons is varied. For example, the
number of hidden layers is set to one at the rst attempt and the neurons are
varied from 5 to 20. The model quality of eah ANN is saved individually.
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Here, in order to avoid any overtting, the quality of the meta-model ANN is
ompared with the one from the test data. At the seond attempt, the number
of the hidden layers is inreased to 2 and the neurons are varied again from
5 to 20. The model quality of eah ANN is saved again individually. This
proedure an be done also for more than 2 hidden layers and is repeated for all
the outputs. In the end, all the model qualities are ompared with eah other,
and the struture with the highest model quality is piked out.
5.2.3 Classiation
In the beginning of this setion, we laried why we need meta-models and
whih ones we use in this work. After a brief review of the ANN, now the
support vetor mahine (SVM) is introdued as a lassiation operator. The
rst question is that why a SVM is required at all?
In the setion of Design of Experiments, we have delared, that the outputs
of the simulation are the results of eah driving dynamis maneuver. In order to
train ANNs, we need enough data. As a result, the number of simulations to be
exeuted, whih is around 4000, depends on the number of design variables. As
all simulations are automatially arried out, there are simulations whih have
been aborted due to unstable ongurations of design variables. Therefore, the
results of the simulations are either numerial or empty outputs, whih stand for
the aborted simulations. The numerial outputs should be assessed to ompute
the objetive driving dynamis performane measures of eah maneuver, gure
5.4. While automatially assessing, the simulation results, whih are not in the
predened range of objetive driving dynamis performane measures (CVs),
will not be evaluated and will be dropped out of the evaluation proedure and
will be represented as an empty evaluation. For example, the CVs assoiated
with the CSST maneuver are dened in the range of [0,2℄Hz. If the evaluated
CVs are out of this range, they will be dropped out of the assessment proedure.
Aordingly, the outputs obtained from the evaluation proedure an be at-
egorized in three groups:
1. Evaluated CVs (non-empty).
2. Empty CVs due to the fat, that they are out of predened ranges.
3. Empty CVs due to the fat that simulations have been aborted beause
of unstable ongurations of design variables.
ANNs are trained with all data inluding all three above-mentioned ate-
gories of data. The problem appearing here is that ANN interpolates all empty
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outputs. Consequently, the solution spae of the design spae after setting on-
straints on the design spae is not really reliable. This will be laried with an
example.
Imagining, there are two design variables and all the driving dynamis ma-
neuvers have been simulated for numerous ongurations of these two design
variables, the outputs appliable for training ANNs are the evaluation of the
simulation outputs, CVs. They are either empty or evaluated. Figure 5.8 shows
available outputs after the evaluation. The green and blak dots represent the
evaluated and empty outputs, respetively, for all ongurations of the design
variable one and two.
Figure 5.8: Available Outputs
These outputs are trained with an ANN. A onstraint is then set on the
outputs of the trained network whih uts the design spae like in gure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: ANN Predition of a onstraint on the meta-model output
As an be seen from gure 5.10, the design spae, trained by ANN, is wrongly
interpolated, sine the area of blak dots must be onsidered by the network. As
a onsequene, there is a need to apply a lassiation operator, whih separates
the empty outputs from the evaluated ones.
Figure 5.10: Wrong interpolation of ANN
The applied lassiation in this work is the Support Vetor Mahine (SVM).
Support Vetor Mahine - SVM
A support vetor mahine is a lassiation operator whih lassies data into
two lasses by nding the hyperplane whih maximizes the margin between
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them. In our ase, it lassies the assessed objetive driving dynamis perfor-
mane measures from simulation results into the evaluated and empty lasses,
represented by 1 and -1, respetively.
Funtonality
Looking at a two-dimensional design spae, shown in gure 5.11, the red and
green dots represent two dierent lasses. The task of support vetor mahine
is to nd the best line in two dimensional design spae or a hyperplane in
high dimensional design spae in order to separate the two lasses. The SVM
attempts to try the losest two dots from two lasses. These two dots are alled
support vetors. A line is drawn between these two dots and the SVM nds
the best line whih bisets and is perpendiular to the onneting line.
w
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w
{ }1T -=+ bxwx
{ }1T =+ bxwx
{ }0T =+ bxwx
Figure 5.11: The shemati of SVM funtionality for two dimensional design
spae
Mathematial Problem Formulation
A given dataset an be represented as:
D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xn, yn)} (5.6)
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where n is the number of training data, yi is the lass assoiated with the i-th
dot xi and xi ∈ Ωds. yi is either 1 or -1.
A linear lassier has the following form:
f(x) = wTx+ b (5.7)
where w is the normal vetor to the hyperplane. Here, support vetors are
the dots losest to the hyperplanes. The margin between these two hyperplanes
is alulated by
2
‖w‖2 . The goal is to nd w and b in Equation 5.7 suh that
the margin will be maximized. It means,
maximize
2
‖w‖2
subjet to yi((w
T·xi) + b) ≥ 1, i = 1, ..., n (5.8)
This problem refers to an optimization of a quadrati funtion, subjet to
linear onstraints [44℄. In this way, the lassiation is onservative and the
mislassiation is therefore as small as possible.
Soft Margin Solution
Sometimes, the above-mentioned optimization problem is not solvable and the
data is therefore not separable or the found lassiation hyperplane delivers
a very narrow margin. In this ase, some mislassiations an be allowed,
through relaxing the inequality in equation 5.8, whih leads to a wider las-
siation margin. As a onsequene, we introdue two new variables C and
ǫi, alled box onstraint and slak variable, reeptively, and bring them into
equation 5.8:
maximize
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i
ǫi
subjet to yi((w·Xi) + b) ≥ 1− ǫi, i = 1, ..., n (5.9)
Here, the parameter C has to be seleted arefully, as a small C leads to
exessive relaxation of the onstraint very muh, ausing the margin to be very
large and vie versa. If 0 < ǫ < 1, dots are loated between the margin and
on the orret side of the hyperplane. But, ǫ > 1 auses a mislassiation,
i.e. some dots an be loated on the wrong side of the hyperplane. As a result,
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ǫ an be substituted with ǫ = max(0, 1 − yif(x)). Now, equation 5.8 an be
written as:
maximize:
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i
max(0, 1 − yif(x))
(5.10)
This optimization problem is then unonstrained, onvex and has a unique
minimum [15℄. Therefore, this optimization problem an be arried out by
any gradient-based algorithm. In onlusion, it should be notied, that box
onstraint parameter C plays an important role in nding a large margin with
low amount of mislassiation. This parameter has to be adjusted suh that
less mislassiation is ensured.
So far, we laried the idea of lassiation with a straight line, at plane
or an N-dimensional hyperplane. However, there are ases, where a non-linear
regions an separate the lasses more eiently. Suh ases our when data
is not distributed linearly, gure 5.12. In suh ases, the non-linear support
vetor mahines must be applied.
Figure 5.12: Non-linear distributed data
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Non-linear Support Vetor Mahines
When the data annot be separated linearly, it is mapped into higher dimen-
sional spaes by applying a kernel funtion where the mapped data an be
lassied linearly. This is alled Kernel trik. Some kernel funtions are listed
below:
• Linear: K(xi,xj) = xixj
• Polynomial: K(xi,xj) = 1 + (xixj)p for any p ≥ 0
• Gaussian: K(xi,xj) = exp
(
−‖xi−xj‖2
2γ2
)
There are several studies whih have investigated eah of above-mentioned
kernel funtions with respet to the size of margins [10, 50℄. In this work, the
Gaussian funtion is applied, as it normally produes bigger margins [10℄. In
this ase, the parameter γ has to be adjusted suh that the mislassiation is
still kept small.
Briey, the non-linear data is mapped with Gaussian kernel funtion into the
higher dimensional spaes and a linear lassier is found for this spae based
on equation 5.10. As a result, we need enough data, the adjusted C, and γ
parameters to obtain the trained SVM model, gure 5.13.
Figure 5.13: SVM-Funtionality
Model Quality
The goal of lassiation is to separate data into two denite lasses with less
mislassiation. But, getting less mislassiation sometimes leads to the over-
tting of this meta-model. Quite ontrary to the neural networks, whih need
two groups of data, namely training and test data, it is neessary to train SVM
with all available data. Otherwise the exat lassiation may not be reahed.
Aordingly, a ross validation is employed for the alulation of the mislassi-
ation and avoiding any overtting. The applied ross validation is the K-Fold
[69℄.
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The availabe data is split into K groups. One group is employed to test the
model quality. The SVM is then trained with K-1 groups of the data and the
assoiated mislassiation is omputed. This proedure is then done K-times.
Aordingly, the meta-model is nally trained with all available data and the
model quality is then the average of all mislassiations obtained from eah
iteration. All the alulated mislassiations depend on the parameters C and
γ. They have to be adjusted suh that the mislassiation of eah iteration
beomes as small as possible and a good model quality is then reahed. However,
adjusting these two parameters manually for high dimensional spaes is very
diult and time-onsuming.
Consequently, we apply optimization methods suh as geneti algorithm or
partial swarm algorithm to nd the most optimal C and γ, whih hand in a
minimum mislassiation. In this dissertation, the geneti algorithm and the
mahine learning tool box in Matlab [27, 17℄ are employed to obtain a trained
support vetor mahine with a good model quality. C and γ are disposed to
the range of [10−5105] in our algorithm in order to have a better distributed
population in the whole design spae. Like ANNs, we also generate one spei
trained SVM for eah of the driving dynamis performane measures. The goal
is to have a trained SVM for eah CV with a mislassiation less than 15%.
The ombination of ANN and SVM for the two variables in gure 5.10 an
be seen in gure 5.14. As shown, this ombination leads to no interpolation
failure.
Figure 5.14: The ombination of SVM and ANN for the design spae of two
design variables
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5.3 Top-down mapping
As mentioned at the beginning of this hapter, the V-Model is an eetive
way to break down qualitative requirements of a large-sale system into qual-
itative subsystem requirements. But, the question is how we an break down
the quantitative requirements formulated on a large-sale system like a vehile
with a ontrol system and an atuator into the quantitative requirements for
omponents suh as the ontrol system and the atuator, espeially with re-
spet to unertainties. Suh a quantitative method must be able to deal with
unertainties. In our ase, there are two types of unertainties:
• Lak of information about the derivatives of a vehile: In the
early stage of the vehile development, we know that we do not deal with
only one vehile but rather dierent derivatives. They are distinguished
mainly by their mass, moment of inertia, rear axle ratio, and enter of
gravity hight.
• Disarded subjetive driving dynamis performane measures:
So far we have just introdued the objetive driving dynamis performane
measures. But, in the late stages of the vehile development, eah vehile
must be driven by an experiened driver, tuned and assessed subjetively.
As a onsequene, there are still subjetive pereptions whih annot be
formulated as objetive driving dynamis performane measures. For ex-
ample, parametrization of the logi of a ontrol system virtually based
on only the objetive driving dynamis performane measures may not
be able to deal with the subjetive driving experiene. Most of these
subjetive hallenges are referred to as the steering feeling, whih annot
be formulated objetively. In other words, a virtual parametrization of
the ontrol system an satisfy all the objetive driving dynamis perfor-
mane measures but annot still deliver a good steering feeling, assessed
subjetively.
Even if we would have no unertainty in the design proedure, it would be still
not desirable to nd one optimal solution regarding all onsidered requirements,
beause the realization of only one optimal design of a omponent may be
impossible or highly expensive if possible.
The approah to keep unertainties under ontrol and deompose the re-
quirements quantitatively is a so-alled solution spae [77℄, whih nds a target
region of all good designs for design variables, whih fulll all objetive driving
dynamis performane measures (CVs). This method is also appliable to arbi-
trary non-linear and high-dimensional problems and does not demand spei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unertainty model or probability distribution. Target intervals will be sought
to realize independent target regions for design variables. In order to inrease
the design exibility, the produt of the intervals should be maximized.
What will be laried in more details in this setion, is this method and the
improvements made so that it an be applied to the ontrol system and atuator
designs.
5.3.1 Solution spaes
The design variables available for the design proedure of ontrol system logis
and atuators are represented by the vetor x = [xlog, xact], where xlog =
[xlog1 , xlog2 , . . . , xlogk ] and xact = [xact1 , xact2 , . . . , xactj ] represent the design
variables of the ontrol system logi and the atuator, respetively. p = k + j
is the number of the whole design variables. The design spae Ωds is dened by
a set of all possible design variables as follows:
Ωds = {x|0 ≤ xi ≤ 1; i = 1, ...p} (5.11)
where xi represents the normalized value of a design variable. f(x) and f(c)
express the vetors of objetive driving dynamis performane measures and
their assoiated threshold values, respetively. It should be onsidered that the
analytial form of the funtion f is usually not known and it an be alulated
numerially or by any blak-box funtion.
By setting the threshold on eah objetive driving dynamis performane
measures as follows:
fi(x) ≤ fc,i (5.12)
The design spae is restrited and divided into two regions, namely bad and
good regions. A good region inludes only possible design samples satisfying
equation 5.12 and the bad region is depited in gure 5.15.
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good region
bad region
solution box with 
largest volume Ω
Figure 5.15: Representation of good and bad region in the design spae
Target intervals will be sought to realize independent target regions for design
variables and the produt of the intervals will be maximized to nd the largest
box in the good region, whih inreases the design exibility. In this way, we
obtain an independent interval for eah design variable, whih makes it possible,
that the realization of eah design variable in suh an interval does not depend
on the solution interval of other design variables. As a result, the solution box
alulated from the maximized intervals has the form:
Ω = Iact1 × Iact2 × . . . Iactj × Ilog1 × . . .× Ilogk (5.13)
Where Iactj =
[
xlact,j , x
u
act,j
]
denotes an interval for the j-th variable of an
atuator and Ilogi =
[
xllog,k, x
u
log,k
]
for the k-th variable of the ontrol system
logi. xl and xu show the lower and the upper bound of eah interval. The
optimization problem an now be dened as follows:
max
Ω⊆Ωds
(µ(Ω))
subjet to fi(x) ≤ fc,i, i = 1, ..., n (5.14)
n is the number of objetive driving dynamis performane measures. The
volume of the good region to the entire volume of a determined box is alled
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fration of good designs(fgd). A solution box is a box with a spei fration of
good designs, gure 5.15.
As it an be seen from gure 5.15, there are many solution boxes in a solution
spae. However, the largest solution box has a unique volume and is of an
optimizing problem, equation 5.14. The algorithm to solve this optimization
problem has been introdued in [77℄. The optimization is done when the fgd of
the solution box reahes a ertain threshold.
The solution box of a high dimensional design spae is identied by the
representation of two dimensional plots with the projetion of all other design
variables on eah two dimensional plot. This is alled interative design spae
projetion and modiation [78℄.
Interative design spae projetion and modiation
It is impossible to depit the solution spae for more than three dimensions.
However, there is a possibility to demonstrate suh a solution spae in form of
two dimensional projetions by setional views. As soon as all design variables
exept two are xed to a hosen value, the two variable dimensions an be
plotted by a setion through the high dimensional design spae. Figure 5.16
shows a four dimensional design spae. The depition of the plot on the right
side is arried out by xing the variable 3 and 4 to the values 1.2 and 1.12,
respetively. This is also done for the plot on the left side by setting the values
of the variable 1 and 2 to 1970 and 0.53, respetively. Consequently, the plots
an be seen as uts through two dimensions. Eah dot shows a ertain design
onguration. Green dots stand for good designs and all other olorful dots
represent bad designs whih violate a ertain onstraint of a driving dynamis
performane measure.
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Figure 5.16: Two dimensional setional views
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Now if the variable 2 has a random value in a given interval, the plot of
the variable-3-4 beomes blurry whih is due to the projetion of good and bad
designs, lying beside eah other, in the interval of the variable 2 on the setional
view of variable 3-4. Figure 5.17 laries this fat.
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Figure 5.17: Collapsed two dimensional setional views
Figure 5.18 shows a three dimensional example. The form of the solution
spae is depited in dark gray and the largest solution box in a light gray. The
projetion of this box along the x2 and x3 dimensions results in the yellow
retangle and the blue retangle, respetively.
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Figure 5.18: Solution-Box
5.4 Computing requirements on veriation variables
After omputing the solution box and alulating the solution intervals of de-
sign variables of ontrol system logis and atuators, gure 5.19, the solution
intervals of ontrol system logis an be used diretly for the parametrization
of the ontrol system. However, the requirements formulated on the design
variables of the atuator should be transformed into the requirements of veri-
ation test variables, whih are mentioned diretly in a produt requirement
doument(PRD). When the design variables of atuators are those of a fun-
tional model (empirial or semi-physial model).
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Figure 5.19: Solution intervals
Veriation tests are the test-rig ones whih have to be done on a physial
produt to prove whether it satises the dened requirements. As a result,
three important veriation tests with their assoiated veriation variables for
testing an atuator are introdued here:
1. Performane test.
2. Step response test.
3. Sine response test.
Performane test
This test should be done to determine the veloity limitation of an atuator
regarding a ounter fore or torque. The input of this test is a step input with
a high gradient toward high ounter-fores or torques. Aordingly, the veloity
of the atuator should be measured in the ourse of time with the interval of
one seond. In this way, the produt an be tested. The harateristi of this
test is the Fore-Veloity harateristi urve of the atuator, depited by the
measurement points at eah sample time, gure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: Fore-Veloity harateristi urve of the performane test
Step response test
By a step response, some important harateristi parameters of an atuator in
the time domain an be identied. The most important ones are:
• Overshoot
• Rising time (Tris)
• Stabilization time (Tst)
• Stati error (SE)
All these variables are shown in gure 5.21. For a transfer funtion of equa-
tion 4.1, all above-mentioned parameters an be alulated numerially. The
overshoot depends only on the damping ratio of the seond-order transfer fun-
tion as follows [37℄:
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Figure 5.21: Step response and its harateristi parameters
Overshoot[%℄ =

 100· exp
( −Dπ√
1−D2
)
for D < 1
0 for D ≥ 1
(5.15)
The rising time and stabilization time an also be alulated from the damp-
ing ratio and time onstant of a seond-order transfer funtion as follows [24℄:
Tst,5% =
{
−0.5 log
(
1−D2
400
)
· (TwD ) for D < 0.7
(6.6D − 1.6)·Tw for D ≥ 0.7
(5.16)
Tris,10−90% =
{
(1.2 − 0.45D + 2.6D2)·Tw for D < 1.2
(4.7 ∗D − 1.2)·Tw for D ≥ 1.2 (5.17)
Figure 5.22 shows these estimation funtions. This gure has been depited
for a dened amplitude.
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Figure 5.22: Behavior of eah step response harateristi parameter with re-
spet to the damping ratio
Sinus response test
Aording to this test, the behavior of an atuator in the frequeny domain an
be identied. The input for suh a test is a sinusoidal signal with an inreasing
frequeny and a dened amplitude.
The Bode diagram is the most important harateristi of this test, gure 5.23.
The damping ratio and the time onstant are the signiant parameters hang-
ing the bode diagram of the seond-order transfer funtion. The eet of the
damping ratio an be summarized as follows: if the damping ratio of a seond-
order transfer funtion is less than 0.707, a resonane ours at the natural
frequeny of the system. The natural frequeny is ω0 =
1
Tw
. Inversely, if the
damping ratio is larger than 0.707, no resonane ours. The eet of the time
onstant (Tw) is on the plae where the bode diagram falls o. By inreasing
Tw, the falling happens in the low frequenies.
Extension of the methodology
Aording to the V-model, gure 5.1, the requirements of a large-sale system
an be broken down into the requirements formulated on the design variables
of omponents (System Design). With the introdution of the veriation tests
in the last setion, the dependeny graph will be extended. In the extended
dependeny graph, a new level is added, the so-alled omponent design. A-
ordingly, the so-alled Veriation Variables level, where veriation variables
of eah veriation test are indiated, are dened in the same level of the
Subsystem level in the original V-model, gure 5.24. Below this, the physial
Components Details are onsidered, whih should be speied by the manufa-
turer. In this way, we formulate the requirements on the veriation variables
from the requirements of the large-sale system. The way in whih the atua-
tor is onstruted physially will be surrendered to the manufaturer. But the
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Figure 5.23: Bode diagram of a transfer funtion with a damping ratio larger
than 0.707
manufaturer annot deliver any kind of physial atuators, rather the realized
atuator should be in the form of the predeessors.
Figure 5.24: Extended V-Model for the design of atuators
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Summary
In this hapter, we presented the robust design method for designing atuators
and ontrol systems, whih an ontrol the omplexities in the development
proess and nd optimized intervals for the design variables, rather than only
one optimal set of the design variables. We have shown that the method is
based on the so-alled V-model in the system engineering. The method also
inludes three enablers, whih are dependeny graph, Bottom-Up mapping and
Top-Down mapping. The dependeny graph manages the know-how in the de-
sign proedure and is a graph in whih the measurable system, subsystem, and
omponent properties are depited as verties. Their dependenies or intera-
tions were shown with an edge, whose diretion shows whih subsystems' and
omponents' properties interat with eah other and inuene the measurable
system properties. The Bottom-Up mapping is the quantitative evaluation of
the inuene of the inputs on the outputs. For this purpose, we needed a model
whih maps the inputs to the outputs. This model was the atuator and the
ontrol system model developed in the last two hapters. We explained the
neessity of lots of simulations on this model, whih provide information for
the Top-Down mapping. As a onsequene, we have laried the idea of the
Design of Experiments (DoEs) and how we an nd the best method of DoEs
based on the disrepany fator. We also used the artiial neural networks
and support vetor mahines as meta-models to model our original atuator
and ontrol system model. This was done to aelerate the optimization proe-
dure. This optimization problem was to nd the largest box, so-alled solution
box, inside of the solution spae of the design variables. The solution spae
integrated dierent requirements from diverse disiplines. The edges of the so-
lution box served as independent target regions for omponent properties. The
solution box also enhaned the probability of nding a valid design in the so-
lution spae. We laried that we have to onvert the requirements formulated
on the design variables into the requirements whih should be formulated on
the veriation variables. As a onsequene, we explained dierent veriation
tests and variables for the design variables of an atuator.
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6 Appliation
6.1 Results for robust designing of the rear steering
system
In this hapter, we apply the explained method in the previous hapter for for-
mulating requirements on the design variables of the ontrol system, introdued
in hapter 4, and the design variables of ARS atuators, introdued in hapter
5. The rst step is to determine the dependeny graph. In this dependeny
graph, the relations between design variables of ARS atuator and the ontrol
system and the objetive driving targets (CVs) are demonstrated. Moreover,
the relations between CVs and the assessment indies (AIs) are depited, gure
6.1.
Figure 6.1: Dependeny graph for the ARS atuator, the lateral dynamis on-
trol system, and the vehile genes
As an be seen, the design variables of eah funtion of the ontrol system and
the ARS atuator and the genes of the vehile inuene the determined CVs.
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For example, all design variables of the stati feedforward ontrol of ARS an
only eet the stationary objetive driving dynamis performane measures,
namely BRWC and QSSC.
Identiation of design variables
In the seond step, we have to identify the variables of the ontrol system
and the ARS atuator on whih the requirements have to be formulated. The
relevant parameters are as follows:
Table 6.1: Design variables of the ARS atuator and its assoiated ontrol sys-
tem
System Parameter Desription
vtrans
vmax
iARS,stat.,min
Stat. Feedforward
iARS,stat.,max
Charateristi urve for the stationary
feedforward (gure 3.2)
Tf
ωfDyn. Feedforward
Df
Fators for the desired transfer funtion
Gψ˙δf ,des (equation ??)
Feedbak Kp
Feedbak ontroller proportional gain
(equation 3.45)
Kp
D
Tw
Td
Atuator LTI transfer funtion paramters
(equation 4.1)
Fmax
vnoload
v(Fmax)
Atuator fore-speed harateristi urve
(gure 6.2)
Atuator
δr,max Maximum permitted rear steering wheel angle
m Vehile mass
rearload Vehile rear load ratio
h Vehile CG-height
Genes
Jz Vehile Inertia in z axis
It should be onsidered that the harateristi urve of the atuator has to
have a unit form like the one in gure 6.2 for the design regarding the ounter-
fores in the same as well as opposite diretion.
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Aordingly, we deal with three dierent groups of design variables. The
rst group ontains the genes of a vehile introdued in table 6.1. They have
their nominal values whih are already predened. A margin is left for them in
order to ensure the robustness of the designed ARS atuator and its assoiated
ontrol system logi with respet to the hanges in the vehile genes whih is
the ase, if we deal with dierent derivatives. The seond group inludes the
design variables of the ARS atuator and the third group is made of the design
variables of the ontrol system logi relevant to the ARS.
Figure 6.2: QSSC-CV
For all these design variables, we rst sample the design spae. The sampling
method is sramble Halton sequene in this appliation and the number of
sampling points is 4000.
The onsidered driving dynamis performane measures (CVs) are listed be-
low:
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Table 6.2: Considered objetive driving dynamis performane measures
Maneuver CV
EGH,nl
QSSC
ay,max
(ψ˙/δH)stat,70
(ψ˙/δH)stat,190WEAVE
(ψ˙/δH)stat,max
βmax
Fz,minSWD
SFMAX
Teq,ψ˙/δH
(H/H0)ψ˙/δHCSST
Tay/δH
BRWC ∆ψ˙1s
For eah of these CVs, the simulation of the whole system is exeuted 4000
times. Then, individual ANN and SVM are trained by eah output (CV) and
a set of inputs (design variables). Some results of ANN training are shown in
gure 6.3 and gure 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: Regression plots for CV ψ˙∆1s and (ψ˙/δH)stat,max
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Figure 6.4: Regression plots for CV ay,max and Teq,ψ˙/δH
As we an see from gure 6.3 and gure 6.4, the model quality of the training
data (R2training) is larger than the the model quality of the test data (R
2
test),
whih means, there is no overtting. The model quality of all omputed re-
sponse surfaes for all CVs is more than 0.9, whih means, the requirement
identied in the last hapter regarding the model quality is met. The mislas-
siation of eah SVM for eah CV is listed below:
Table 6.3: Mislassiation of all trained SVM for eah CV
CV Constraints of CVs
EGH,nl 1.1
ay,max 1.1
(ψ˙/δH)stat,70 1.1
(ψ˙/δH)stat,190 8
(ψ˙/δH)stat,max 4.2
βmax 12.8
Fz,min 13.7
Teq,ψ˙/δH 15
(H/H0)ψ˙/δH 11.5
Tay/δH 12
∆ψ˙1s 12.1
All the mislassiations are less than 15; hene the requirement regarding
the mislassiation introdued in the last hapter is satised.
In the third step, we have to set onstraints on the CVs. By setting lower and
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upper bounds on eah CV, the solution spae will be formed. As mentioned
before, the largest volume of the solution box is unique. But there ould be
more than one box in the solution spae whih has the largest volume. For
instane, let us look at the solution spae of two design variables, the atuator
transport delay Td, and the natural frequeny fator of the dynami feedforward
ontrol wf , gure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: Solution spae of the atuator's transport delay and natural fre-
queny fator of the dynami feedforward ontrol
Based on the introdued optimization algorithm in the last hapter, the al-
gorithm seeks a solution box with the maximum size and does not onsider the
meaning of design variables. For instane, the solution box illustrated in gure
6.6 restrits the lower bound of the transport delay interval. It means, the
atuator transport delay must not begin from zero, whih implies slow perfor-
mane of the atuator regarding its input. But on the other hand, the exibility
for the parameterization of the natural frequeny fator has been improved by
extending its permissible interval with respet to this solution box. However,
suh a solution box is undesirable, as we require a high-performane atuator
preferably with no delay and of ourse more exibility for designing an atuator.
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Figure 6.6: Solution box with the largest interval for the natural frequeny fa-
tor of the dynami feedforward ontrol
Balaning design variables of the rear steering atuator and the
ontrol system logi
Therefore, the algorithm has to be fored to avoid suh undesirable omputation
eets. As a result, we have to balane the atuator and the ontrol system
logi design variables before starting the optimization proedure. Aordingly,
we x the lower bound of the atuator transport delay Td to zero in order not
to allow the optimization algorithm to nd a box whih restrits the atuator
performane, i.e. an interval for the transport delay is alulated whih does
not start from zero. Based on the same reason, we also x the lower bound of
the time onstant Tw of the atuator transfer funtion. The lower bound of the
damping ratio D has also to be xed to 0.707 in order to prevent a resonane
magniation [46℄. In order to prevent limiting the maximal atuator power,
the upper bounds of parameters vnoload and Fmax have also to be xed to their
dened upper values.
Consequently, all onstraints demanded for nding the largest box an be
summarized mathematially as follows:
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max
Ω⊆Ωds
µ(Ω)
subjet to


fi(x) ≤ fc,i, i = 1, ..., n1
gj(x) = 1, j = 1, ..., n2
hk(x) ≤ hc,k, k = 1, ..., n3
for all x ⊆ Ω (6.1)
where fi is a predited funtion of the i-th objetive driving dynamis per-
formane measures by ANN, gj is a lassiation of the j-th objetive driving
dynamis performane measures and hk represents additional boundary on-
straints formulated on the k-th design variables.
Now, by setting all the onstraints and exeuting the optimization, the largest
solution box is found for ffd ≥ 95%. Figure 6.7 shows the projetion of the
omputed box for some design values based on the interative design spae
projetion and modiation. The volume of the omputed box is 7.5e−10%
of the entire design spae volume. At the rst glane, it seems to be very
small, but it still gives us exibility in the proedure of the atuator design
and the adjustment of the ontrol system parameters. In addition, suh a small
volume proves that nding the solution box manually is almost impossible. The
intervals of the design variables (normalized), obtained from the solution box,
are depited in gure 6.8.
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Figure 6.7: Projetion of the solution box for some onsidered design variables
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Figure 6.8: ARS Solution intervals (normalized)
The parameters of the dynami feedforward ontrol and the feedbak on-
troller an be adjusted now with respet to the determined intervals. The
harateristi urve of the ARS stati feedforward ontrol an also be laying in
the yellow area of gure 6.9.
Figure 6.9: Solution spae for the harateristi urve of the ARS stati feed-
forward ontrol
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Computing requirements on veriation test variables of ARS
atuator
As was explained in the previous hapter, the solution intervals of the atuator
design variables should be onverted into requirements on the veriation test
variables of the atuator. These requirements an be then speied in the prod-
ut requirement doument (PRD) of the atuator, whih has to be satised by
the supplier. As mentioned before, these requirements are formulated regarding
the veriation tests. The veriation tests have to be arried out on the test-
rig depited in gure 6.10. This has to be done for a seleted maximum rear
steering angle from its solution intervals. The following requirements will be
alulated for δr,max = 2.7
◦
, the maximum of the rear steering angle interval.
Figure 6.10: Test-rig setup of ARS
Requirements of the ARS atuator with respet to performane test
It is denitely possible to ompute solution intervals for the veriation test
variables from the solution intervals of the design variables as well. However, it
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is enough to dene the worst-ase of the atuator response to the veriation
tests with respet to the alulated solution intervals. Before alulating the
worst-ase of the atuator fore-veloity harateristi urve, it has to be men-
tioned that the upper bound of this design variable (Fmax, vnoload) was xed to
a onstant value during the optimization proess. This onstant value should
also be given to suppliers, as they may not onstrut an atuator with the per-
formane more than this onstant value. Jumping bak to the alulation of the
requirements on the veriation test variables, the worst-ase of the atuator
fore-veloity harateristi urve ours by the lower bounds of the solution
intervals of the Fmax, vnoload and v(Fmax). Figure 6.11 depits the minimum
ARS atuator fore-speed harateristi urve. The red area is the prohibited
area. It means, a supplier must onstrut an atuator whose fore-veloity
harateristi urve is loated above this area.
Figure 6.11: Minimum ARS atuator fore-veloity harateristi urve
Requirements of the ARS atuator with respet to step response test
Generally, it is desirable to have less overshoot, less rising time, less stabilization
time, and less time delay (quik response to the step input). The fat is, every
mehanial omponent, e.g. atuator, denitely has some overshoot, rising
time, stabilization time and time delay beause of it's physial onstrution
limits. As a onsequene, the worst-ase of the atuator response to the step
input with respet to the alulated solution intervals leads to the maximum
overshoot, maximum time delay, maximum stabilization time, maximum rising
time, and maximum stationary error. All these worst-ases subsequently satisfy
the upper and lower bounds of the design variables solution intervals.
Inserting the lower bound of the damping ratio interval D into equation 5.15
leads to the maximum overshoot. In this manner, it guarantees the satisfation
of the lower bound of the solution interval of the damping ratio, D.
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The stabilization time is dependent on the damping ratio and the time on-
stant regarding equation 5.16. Aordingly, the maximum stabilization time is
alulated from the lower bound of the determined interval of the damping ra-
tio, D, and the upper bound of the time onstant, Tw, solution interval; hene,
the maximum stabilization time guarantees the realization of the upper bound
of the time onstant solution interval.
With respet to equation 5.17, the worst-ase of the rising time ours by
the upper bounds of the damping ratio and the time onstant interval. Con-
sequently, the maximum rising time realizes the upper bound of the solution
intervals of D and Tw.
Moreover, it is desirable to have a stationary error as small as possible. As
a result, the maximum possible permitted stationary error has to be given to
suppliers. This arises out of the minimum between the ratios of the upper and
lower bound of the solution interval of the stationary gain Kp and 1.
Finally, the maximum time delay is measured by the upper bound of the
determined intervals of Td. Here, it should again be mentioned that the lower
bound of the Td was xed during the optimization.
It should also be notied that alulating all the worst-ase requirements
has been arried out regarding worst-ase of the fore-veloity harateristi
urve. In other words, after inserting all these upper and lower bounds of the
determined intervals into the transfer funtion of the ARS atuator and setting
the step as input, the worst-ase of the fore-veloity should be built as the rate-
limiter after the output of the transfer funtion, shown in gure 4.17. Then, all
the requirements are formulated for the output as follows:
Table 6.4: ARS atuator step response requirements
Fore speed urve parameters Value
Max. Time delay 25ms
Max. Overshoot 0.0%
Max. Stabilization Time 405ms
Max. Rising Time 319ms
Max. Stationary Error 0.3%
Requirements of the ARS atuator with respet to sine test
Here, the test is dened with an inreasing frequeny from 0.1 to 5 Hz. The
amplitude is onsidered as 1◦. As mentioned in the previous hapter, the re-
quirements should be formulated on the bode diagram. It is desirable that the
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deay of the magnitude and the phase shift takes plae in higher frequeny, but
not in any high frequeny. In this manner, the atuator performs well in lower
frequenies and the output of the atuator has no phase shift and amplitude
deay in low frequenies. As a onsequene, the requirements of this test are
dened for the upper and lower bound of the bode diagram. The better the
phase response, the better the performane of the atuator in the frequeny
domain is. Therefore, the phase response of the atuator may not be worse
than the determined worst-ase. It means, the frequeny response of the ARS
atuator should be equal or better than this worst response. The deay of the
magnitude and the phase shift of the bode diagram of a seond-order transfer
funtion ours at the natural frequeny of the system [45℄. The natural fre-
queny is equal to ω0 =
1
Tw
. In other words, the smaller the natural frequeny
(the larger the time onstant) is, the sooner the derease of the amplitude and
phase shift takes plae. As a onsequene, the worst-ase of the bode-diagram
takes plae on the upper bound of the optimized time onstant interval. Con-
erning the damping ratio D, the larger the damping ratio is, the earlier the
magnitude response dereases. Subsequently, the worst-ase of the bode dia-
gram ours by the upper bound of the optimized damping ratio interval; hene,
the worst-ase of the bode-diagram realizes the upper bounds of the D and Tw
solution intervals. However, as mentioned before, the deay of magnitude and
phase shift may not our at ordinary high frequeny. So, the lower bounds
of D and Tw result in the upper bound of the bode-diagram. Aordingly, the
permitted bode-diagram is between the two red areas depited gure 6.12.
Figure 6.12: Frequeny response requirement for the ARS atuator
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Summary
In this hapter, we applied the explained method in the previous hapter on
the design variables of the ARS atuator and its assoiated ontrol system. We
have identied the design variables and the driving dynamis performane mea-
sures (CVs). We depited the dependeny graph between these design variables
and the CVs. We also showed whih limits the optimization of the atuator's
design variables have to overome them, we added another onstraint to the
goal funtion of the optimization problem. We then found the solution inter-
vals for the design variables of the ontrol systems. We have transformed the
omputed solution intervals of the atuator into the solution intervals of the
veriation variables. We also explained that it sues to formulate the worst
requirements on the veriation variables in the PRD. As a result, we lari-
ed how to alulate the worst requirements from the solution intervals for the
veriation variables.
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The ustomer requirements regarding the vehile dynamis inrease very quikly.
The vehile manufaturer should also be able to reat quikly to the varying
requirements and adapt the developments to them. One way to develop the
vehile dynamis with respet to the new requirements is to build dierent
omponents physially, set them up in a prototype vehile, and drive it. In this
way, the development takes a very long time, sine if the prototype vehile does
not drive as it should, other omponents should be built and set up. This kind
of iterative development is not suitable anymore for an agile reation to the
varying ustomer requirements; hene, it is neessary to digitalize the vehile
dynamis development as muh as possible. The simulation models of dierent
omponents aelerate the development proess signiantly. Consequently, one
of the aims of this dissertation was to design simulation models of the ontrol
system and atuator for the preliminary design of the vehile dynamis in the
early stages of the vehile dynamis development. As the lateral dynamis is of
high importane with respet to the ride and safety, we onentrated on the sim-
ulation model development of the ontrol systems and atuators for the vehile
lateral dynamis. The proposed ontrol system was made up of dierent units,
namely stati and dynami feedforward ontrol, disturbane feedforward on-
trol, driving situation identier (DSI), feedbak ontroller, and the priorization
and alloation unit. The stati feedforward ontrol was designed for eah atu-
ator individually. However, the dynami feedforward ontrol, the disturbane
feedforward ontrol, and the feedbak ontroller were entralized and designed
independently of available atuators. Eah of them generates a yaw moment
based on its inputs and funtions. The priorization and alloation unit then
attempts to distribute and alloate all the generated yaw moments on dierent
atuators based on the explained daisy hain method and with respet to the
driving situation reognized by the DSI. In order to reat quikly to the varying
requirements of ustomers, it is neessary to be able to translate these require-
ments into the vehile dynamis requirements. For this purpose, we introdued
various domains of the vehile lateral dynamis and their assessment indies
(AIs). These AIs are losely onneted to the ustomer requirements. For eah
Al, we presented the objetive driving dynamis performane measures (CVs).
In other words, one the ustomer requirements hange, the AIs will hange and
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hene the CVs. We showed, the CVs are aeted diretly by omponents, for
example, assembled in the hassis. With these simulation models and dened
CVs, we demonstrated, how the performane of the vehile will be enhaned by
applying the mehatroni system, i.e. the ontrol systems and the atuators,
in the hassis. As mentioned before, this dissertation does not denitely deal
with one vehile, but with dierent derivatives of a vehile. In addition, phys-
ial omponents suh as atuators are not designed and onstruted for eah
vehile individually. Rather, atuators must be designed so robustly that they
an deal with all derivatives. Besides, atuators and ontrol systems aet eah
other, both inuene the CVs and are designed by dierent teams. Eah team
tries to reah the dened requirements on the CVs by developing its own om-
ponent separately. In this way, there is a risk that the vehile does not ahieve
the dened requirements due to the goal onits aused by the omponents,
sine eah omponent was designed separately. Moreover, designing optimized
omponents with respet to the dened requirements on the CVS might lead to
the fat that the onstrution of them is either impossible or highly expensive.
So, using a simulation model and CVs for the development proess is an ef-
fetive way for the development and redues the development time signiantly
but not enough to ontrol the above-mentioned omplexities during the digital
development of the vehile dynamis in the preliminary stages of the develop-
ment. Aordingly, we presented the robust design of atuators and ontrol
systems method, whih an ontrol the omplexities in the development pro-
ess and nd optimized intervals, rather than only one optimal set of design
variables of atuators and ontrol systems with respet to the requirements for-
mulated on the CVs. The proposed method was based on the V-Model and had
three enablers, namely, the dependeny graph, the evaluation step (Bottom-Up
mapping) and the design step (Top-Down mapping). We explained how the
dependeny graph manages the know-how during the development proess. It
laries, what the design variables and performane measures are and how the
design variables should be veried.
The evaluation step addressed the question how to quantify the performane
of the large sale system, i.e. the vehile dynamis, with the ontrol system
and the atuator in this dissertation. In this step, we introdued the idea of the
Design of Experiments (DoEs), neessary for the large number of simulations.
Furthermore, we explained, that it is highly time-onsuming to optimize our
whole system for the large number of simulations. Aordingly, we proposed the
idea of the mathematial surrogate models, suh as artiial neural networks
(ANNs) and support vetor mahine (SVM), whih approximate highly non-
linear systems and are muh less time-onsuming for the optimization problem.
In the design step, we illustrated how to break down the requirements of the
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CVs into the requirements of the design variables quantitatively. We explained
the design spae and the solution spae of the design variables. The solution
box was then proposed, whih deouples the requirements of design variables of
the ontrol system from the atuators. There, we formulated the optimization
problem statement, whih nds the largest solution box in the n-dimensional
solution spae. The interative design spae projetion and modiation was
also leared up. It demonstrates an n-dimensional solution spae in form of two
dimensional projetions by setional views. In this method, we also showed,
whih veriation tests and variables are neessary for verifying the design
variables of the atuator funtional model. Additionally, we explained how to
transform the requirements formulated on the design variables of the atuator
funtional model into the requirements of the veriation variables.
Finally, we applied the robust design of atuators and ontrol systems method
on the design of the ative rear steering (ARS) atuator and the ontrol system.
There, we identied the design variables of the ARS atuator and the ontrol
system and dened CVs whih have to be onsidered. Afterwards, we drew
the dependeny graph for these design variables and CVs and omputed the
ANNs and SVM models from the simulation results of the vehile model with
the atuator and ontrol system model. Also, we showed that the optimization
problem does not oneive any balane between atuator and ontrol system
parameters. Therefore, we laried the balaning method between the design
variables of the ARS atuator and its assoiated ontrol system and hanged the
optimization problem statement respetively. We alulated then the solution
intervals for these design variables based on the requirements of the dened
CVs. In addition, we pointed out, why it is enough to just identify the worst
requirements on the veriation variables of the ARS atuators. In the end,
we depited the solution box and the solution intervals of the ARS atuator
and its assoiated ontrol system design variables. We also demonstrated the
requirements on the veriation variables of the ARS atuator.
Future Work
We propose the following researh areas to enhane and expand the models and
the methods proposed in this dissertation.
1. Driving Maneuvers and the objetive driving performanes: Sine the on-
trol onepts have been proposed for the lateral dynamis, we have in-
trodued the driving maneuvers and the objetive driving dynamis per-
formane measures regarding the lateral dynamis. They an also be
expanded to the longitudinal and vertial dynamis. It means, for the
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vertial and the longitudinal dynamis, we an also objetify the behav-
ior of a vehile from dierent subjetive driving experienes done by the
test drivers on the side and nd out some objetive driving performane
measures for these two areas of vehile dynamis.
2. Vehile dynamis ontrol system and atuators: As we laried, simu-
lation models of the ontrol system and atuators are neessary for the
digital development of the vehile dynamis. The mehatroni hassis
system presented in this dissertation oers a struture for the develop-
ment of other vehile dynamis ontrol systems with high ompatibility
and reproduibility. In other words, the simulation models of the vertial
and longitudinal vehile dynamis ontrol systems an also be developed
and inorporated into the proposed lateral vehile dynamis ontrol sys-
tem. In this way, we an also investigate the behavior of the vehile with
respet to the driver input in the preliminarily phase of the vehile dy-
namis development, if all ontrol systems are available in the vehile.
Aordingly, it an be gured out in whih situations and driving ma-
neuvers whih ontrol system has the most impat on the behavior of
the vehile. The proposed method in this dissertation for modeling an
atuator an be used for modeling almost all atuators in the hassis.
Therefore, the atuators relevant to the vertial and longitudinal vehile
dynamis an also be modeled funtionally based on this method. These
models an also be inorporated into the proposed mehatroni hassis
system struture presented in this dissertation.
3. Robust design of atuators and ontrol systems: The generi method of
the development by means of the solution spaes is not only proper for
the development of atuators and ontrol systems together, but also it an
only be applied for the parametrization of the ontrol systems with respet
to the objetive driving dynamis performane measures. It means, if the
atuators are available and there is no need to develop atuators, the
generi method an be used for parametrization of the available ontrol
systems in the vehile. In this way, we redue the time of the development
signiantly. Beause there are ases, where the vehile and the atuators
are developed but the ontrol systems have not been parametrized yet. If
a test driver begins without having a good initial set of parametrization,
it would take weeks to nd suh a a good set. However, applying this
method an deliver the test driver a good initial set of parametrization.
4. Expansion of the robust design of atautors and ontrol systems: So far
we have laried that the box-shaped solution spaes are the Cartesian
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produt of the permissible intervals for the design variables of the ontrol
system and the atuator. Sometimes, the size of these intervals for im-
portant design variables is not large enough to ope with all unertainty
and to ensure the feasibility. For example, the permissible intervals of
the atuator's design variables must be feasible and able to ope with the
unertainty in the design proedure. However, the design variables of the
ontrol system an be adjusted arbitrarily and in a manner to satisfy the
requirements on the objetive driving dynamis performane measures;
hene, a new approah is needed, where the design variables are divided
into two groups, early- and late-deision variables. Aordingly, the inter-
val of the early-deision design variables suh as the atuator's variables
an be expanded, sine the late-deision variables suh as ontrol systems'
variables are assoiated with intervals where we an adjust them to any
spei value. The expansion of the intervals of the atuator's design
variables leads to more exibility and feasibility in the design proedure.
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